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ABSTRACT 
Thi s st ud y wa s und er ta ken to d esc rib e the ad 01 eso en t mother's 
experienoes durin6 the puerperillll. Speoifioally, its purposes were 
to explore her peroeived stressors, the ooping strategies she used to 
deal wi th these stressors and the unpleasant emotions they generated, 
and her peroeived sooial supports. 
The data were gathered from a oonvenienoe sample of 34 
adolescents from three hospi tals in western New York. M:>st subjects 
were 17 or 18 years of age, blaok, single, liv:ng at home with their 
families, and from the lower sooio-economio strata. Eaoh adolescent 
was interviewed in the oospital, and then in her rome at t~ and four 
weeks post hospital discharge. 
Findings indioated that lUOSt of the adolescents in this sample 
did not oonsider the first month home from the hospital to be a time 
of major stress approaching orisis prop:>rtions. Some faotors whioh 
seemed to contribute to this included: coping wi th potential 
stressors prior to the aotual birth; a heavy relianoe upon help from 
family during the puerper illll; and past experienoe with ohildoare. 
However, the following were of some conoern to the adolescent during 
thi s time per iod : 
and li.llitations 
various aspeots of babyoare; the responsibilities 
brought about by motheroood; bod Y image; 
interpersonal relationships inoluding those with the adolescent's 
fam il y, t he fa ther 0 f t. he b ab y and hi s fam il y, and peer s ; and 
concrete problems such as finances, health, 1 iv ing arrangements, 
school, and manag ing a household. 
Problem-focused coping strategies seemed to be used more often 
in response to concreta probl ems, whil e emotion- foc used str ateg ie s 
were used more often when deal ing with interper sanal probl ems. A 
major method of coping 
especiall y the famil y, 
with stressors involved turning to others, 
for help. This was a predominant means of 
coping with the adolescent's concerns regarding the baby and babycare 
in par tic ul ar • 
During this time period, the adolescent's mother was the most 
important provider of social rein forcement, and tangible and 
cognitive supports; the father of the baby was the most important 
source 0 f emotional support; and peer s were most importan t reg ard ing 
soc ial i zing. The prov ision of 
particularly important in enhancing 
competence as a mother. 
soc ial rein forcement seemed 
the adolescent's sense of 
The findings suggest that clinical interventions offered during 
the puerperium may not be well-received by the adolescent mother 
because she does not perceive a major problem which can be met by 
such services. In addition, resul ts suggest that clinicians involve 
the adolescent's own mother in both assessments and interventions 
since she is the adolescent's most important source of information 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
In 1978, 532,635 adolescent women, 15 to 19 years old, had live 
births (Baldwin, 1981). Despite the fact that almost all adolescents 
Who carry their pregnancies to term, keep and raise their babies 
(Zelnik & Kantner, 1978), relatively few research efforts have been 
directed toward in-depth assessments of the types of stressors these 
mothers encounter during the puerperium, how they cope with such 
stressors, and the kinds of social supports most important to them 
dur ing this time. Furthermore, the information that is av iil able 
neglects the importance of different aspects of psychosocial 
development that may differentially affect these three major 
construc ts. 
Eo th stress and soc ial support have recentl y been shown to be 
related to variables which indicate how well a mother is adapting to 
her new role. For example, emotional stress has been associated with 
puerperal depression (Paykel, Emms, Fletcher&: Rassaby, 1980), less 
secure mother-infant attachments (Vaughn, Egeland, Sroufe & Waters, 
19'79), less satisfaction with parenting and less sensitivity to 
infant cues (Q-onic, Greenberg, Ragozin, Robinson & Basham, 
1981a, 1981 b). On the other hand, different aspects of social support 
have been found to be rel ated to high level s of maternal affection 
and low 1 evel s of maternal ind ifference, aggression, and rej ection 
(O::>lletta, 1981), more maternal satisfaction with parenting (ernic et 
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al., 1981b), and more secure mother-infant attachments (Crockenberg, 
1981). It is particularly important to determine the role that these 
factors play in the adolescent's adaptation to motherhood since 
recent research supports long-standing concerns about this group's 
abil ity to ad apt successfull y to cer tain aspec ts 0 f the mother ing 
role. For example, investigations indicate that adolescents, when 
compared to their adult counterparts, are likely to spend less time 
vocal izing to their infants t display 1 ess contingent vocal izations, 
and engage in less trunk contact and cradling during feeding 
(Baldwin, 1980; Field, 1980; Jones, Green, & Krauss, 1980; Osofsky & 
Osofsky t 1970; Sandler, Vietze, & O'Connor, 1981). Variation, of 
course, does exist among the behavior of adolescent mothers, and it 
is quite likely that some of this variation may be due to differences 
in perceived stress, varying success in coping strategies used, and 
differences in the availability and adequacy of social supports. 
Thus, the overall purpose of this stud y was to conduct an in-
depth investigation of the perceived stressors, coping strategies, 
and perceived social supports of a group of adolescent mothers during 
the puer perium. The exploration of psychosocial stress and its 
repercussions upon heal th and adaptation has become a central focus 
of nursing practice research. within the context of adolescent 
mother hood, a study of this nature has particular relevance for 
nur ses concerned wi th enhanc ing maternal-child heal th. It has been 
the responsibility of such nurses to prepare pregnant adolescents, 
not only for their labor and delivery, but for their transi tion to 
motherhood (Panzarine, Friedman, &: Sutter, 1981). They are often the 
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health providers most frequently in contact with these young ¥.Omen, 
not onl y during pregnanc y, but al so dur ing the earl y postpartum 
period. Thus, during this time period, nurses are in key positions 
to identify adolescents at risk for problems in mothering, and to 
intervene to enhance parenting efforts. If variation in perceived 
stress, coping, and perceived social support can, indeed, affect the 
adolescent's adaptation to Iuotheroood, then an in-depth knowledge of 
these factors will contribute to nurses' systematic identification of 
high risk pregnant adolescents. Furthermore, this information can 
foster the developnent of more relevant and comprehensive nursing 
in terv en tio ns a imed at en banc ing ad apta tion to mother oood • 
Conceptual Framework 
The following conceptual frame¥.Ork upon which this research is 
based draws heavily from Lazarus' (1980) cognitive-phenomenological 
paradigm describing the stress process. First, the major components 
of the model will be defined, and then hypothesized relationships 
between these components will be identified. (See Figure 1) 
In this model, stress exists whenever there is an imbalance 
between environmental or internal demands and the individual's 
avail able in ternal and ex ternal resources. These danands, or 
potential stressors, can be characterized according to a variety of 
dimensions. The more precisely these characteristics can be defined 





















































































































































































































































































































A key mediator determining the balance between demands and 
resources is the appraisal process. Not all events have the same 
meaning to all per sons, and it is the ind ivid ual' s eValuation of a 
particular event which determines whether it is viewed as either 
irrel evant, po si ti ve, or stressful. 
Coping is called into play when demands are appraised as taxing 
the individual's available reSOlrces. Coping can be defined as 
f1 ••• cognitive and behavioral efforts made to master, tol er ate, or 
reduce external and internal demands ••• 't (Folkman & Lazarus, 1980). 
Coping serves two major functions: to change a stressful transaction 
so that the imbalance between de.-nands and resources is reduced, and 
to manage stress-related emotions. 
In this model, social support is defined as: 
an interpersonal transaction that consists of the 
expression of positive affect toward another person, the 
affirmation or endorsement of certain behaviors or 
attributes of another person, or the giving of material or 
symbolic aid to the other person (Kahn, 1976, p. 17). 
It is the individual's perception that such support is both available 
and adequate to meet one's needs in a given si tuation, rather than 
any objective assessment of the presence of a support component, that 
is considered sal ient in this framet.«>rk. 
An individual's adaptation to a particular stressful event occurs 
as a response or modification over time, and takes place on a variety 
of levels: psychological, social, and physiological. 
Personal characteristics refer to any factor having to do with 
the ind iv id ual , and include such things as race, ag e, d iffaren t 
aspacts of development, psychological characteristics, the sense of 
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personal control, past experience, education, and a broad array of 
biological and genetic factors. 
Environmental characteristics refer to any factor havi~g to do 
~i th the broad er contex t wi thin Whic h the ind iv id ual 1 iv es and 
functions, and include such t.hings as his social network, his 
sociocultlral system, and his physical living arrangements. 
The concept.ual model presented in Figure depicts several 
relationships among the major constructs. Stated in general terms, 
these relationships are as follows: 
1. The characteristics of the potential stressor will affect the 
type of adaptation. (Arrow 1) The intensity of the potential 
stressor, the length of time it exerts its effects, and whether it is 
controllable or not, are all characteristics which will have 
differential effects upon how the individual will ultLnately adapt to 
the si tuation. 
2. The greater the ind iv id ual 's coping ab il itie s, the more 
successful the adaptation. (Arrow 2) The more varied and well-suited 
the individual's coping is to the particular demand wi th which he is 
faced, the more likely he is to eventually adapt successfully to the 
si tuation. 
3. Tha greater the perceived availability and adequacy of social 
support, the more successful the ind iv id ual 's ad aptation. (Arrow 3) 
Impl ic it in this propo si tion is the requirement that the type of 
social support offered fit the specific perceived needs of the 
individual in a given situation. It is thi s match that will 
contr ib ute to the ind iv id ual 's ad aptation. 
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4. The perceived availability and adequacy of social support 
will determine, in part, the type of coping strategies used by the 
individual. (Arrow 4) Specifically, the subjective sense of the 
availability of a support system which is well-sui ted to help wi th a 
particular problem may influence an individual to utiliza coping 
strategies involving turning to others rather than other strategies. 
5. The greater the perceived availability and adequacy of social 
supports, the more benign the individual's appraisal of the potential 
stressor. (Arrow 5) If the individual feels he has persons within 
his social net1ll1Ork whom he can calIon to help in time of need, then 
a potential threat may not be evaluated as stressful. 
6. The greater the ind iv id ual' s coping ab il itie s, the more 
benign his appraisal of the potential stressor. (Arrow 6) 'fhe more 
confidence the individual places in his own internal resources, the 
more likely he is to see a potential threat as something which he is 
able to manage or control and thus perceive it to be less stressful. 
7. The type of appraisal determines whether an ind iv id ual' s 
coping strategies will be mobilized. (Arrow 7) As mentioned 
earlier, a demand must first be appraised as straining or exceeding 
the individual's available resources before coping is actually called 
into play. 
8. The characteristics of the potential stressor determines the 
nature 0 f the appraisal. (Arrow 8) Certain obj ec tiv e features of a 
potential stressor will contr ibute to an ind iv id ual' s eValuation 0 f 
the situation. For example, an event that is transitory will be 
viewed much differently than a stressor that is chronic in nature. 
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9. Certain personal and environmental characteristics will 
directly influence the type of adaptation. (Arrow 9) For example, 
previous experience with a situation may directly affect how well an 
individual adapts in the short-rw to a similar experience. An 
individual's sociocultural systeJl may offar ready-male solutions to 
certain problems that may also influence an individual's adaptation. 
10. Per sonal and env ironmental char ac tar istic s will in fl uence 
tha nature of the appraisal, the individual's coping, and the type 
and amount of social support provided. (Arrows 10, 11, and 12) 
Factors such as an individual t s education or the beliefs of his 
sociocul tural system may influence rowan event is appraised. 
Di ffaren t ps yc oological charac tar istic sand dev elopnen tal fac tors may 
play a role in determining OOW he copes wi th a given si tuation. 
Certain structural characteristics of the individual t s social netw')rk 
may put restrictions on the type of support that can be provided 
during particular situations. 
11. The appr aisal process, t.he type 0 f coping employed, and 
perceived social support will all buffer the effects of the potential 
stressor upon adaptation (Arrows 13, 14, and 15). For example, the 
individual who appraises an event as problematic but within his means 
to control, will probably have less felt distress than the individual 
who views the event as catastrophic with no !neans of solution. 
Coping can exert a buffering effect When strategies are used that 
deal directly with changing some aspect of the stressful event. 
5:)cial support can have a similar action. For example, tangible 
assistance such as lnoney or gifts may mitigate the impact that 
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fin anc ial need s could have upo n an ind iv id ual • 
Empirical data relating to this hypothesized model will be 
expanded upon in the following sections. 
Stress Process 
General overview 
The term "stress" continues co be a so~ewhat ambiguous concept, 
al ternatel y being defined as a stimul us, a response, or a 
tr an sac tio n • Po ysio1 og ic al and ps yo ho soc ial disc ipl in es have 
conducted studies of 
differ enc es in the 
differing emphases. 
stress along 
focus of stress 




The ps yc 00 soc ial field s ar e more apt to 
conceptualize stress as a st.irnulus, focusing upon internal or 
env ir-o nco en tal demand s 0 r in sul ts, whil e the ph ysiol og ic al and 
biochemical researchers, most notably among them being Selye, tend to 
view stress as the body's response to a noxious stimuli (Mason, 1975; 
Mikhail, 1981; Se1ye, 19'75, 1980). It has also become common, 
especially in the psychosocial literature, to find stress described 
as a transaction: that is, an imbalance between some type of 
internal or external demand and the individual's abilities or 
resources which can be mobilized to respond to that demand (Caplan, 
1981; douse, 1974; Lazarus, 1980). It is this latter description 
which will be used as a working definition of stress in this study 
since, as will be discussed later, to label any particular event as 
stressful ignores a multitude of factors which contributes to the 
ind iv id ual t s perc eiv ing the even t a s sue h. 
Given the lack 0 f consen sus regarding an 
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integrated 
conceptualization of the term itself, it is not too surprising that 
there is no broadly acceptad (nodel or theory guiding the developnent 
of research in this fiald. Rather, in their 1970 review, Scott and 
tbward identified as many as eight co.:llpeting models of stress. Each 
had several limitations, one of which was the questionable relevance 
each had to problems outside its original frame of reference. 
Despite this confusion, however, research in this area abounds. In 
the psycoosocial arena, the major thrust of elnpirical W)rk has been 
to examine the relationship between psycoosocial stressors and 
various physical or psycoosocial outcanes. While much of the 
availab:.e data support the existence of such a link (for reviews, see 
tbuse, 197ij; Hurst, Jenkins, & Rose, 1976; Jenkins, 1976), the nature 
and extent of this relationShip is still unclear (Do tren wend & 
Dohr'enwend, 1978). Part of this difficulty can be attributed to 
problems related to the three major components of the stress process: 
the potential stressor (or stimulus), mediating factors, and the 
stress responses. 
Surprisingly little attention has been given to the L1lportance of 
characterizing the nature of various stressors (for exceptions, see 
Cassel, 197ij; Lazarus, 1980; Lavine & Scotch, 1970). In order for 
accurate generalizations to be made , something must be known about 
the type of stressor which has been examined in a particular study. 
The greater our understanding about various characteristics of 
stressors most likely to generate problems, the greater our powers of 
prediction will be. Some categorizations which have been suggested 
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for this purpose are: determining whether the event is perceived as 
being controllable or uncontrollable (Lowenthal & Chiriboga, 1973; 
Suls & Molllen, 1981); identifying whether the event is a psycoosocial 
transition, a crisis, or a deficit situation (Parkes, 1971; Ileiss, 
1976); or characterizing the event according to its duration (Cbhen, 
1981 ). These latter two characterizations have particular relevance 
for the focus of the present research. Cbhen identifies four types 
of stressors based upon their duration. Cl1e group consists of events 
Which are acute and time-lirnited, such as surgery. Another consists 
of crronic, inter:nittent stressors Which .nay occur once a day, every 
week, or only once a month. A third group involves chronic stress 
conditions, such as being disabled. ~inally, a fourth type can be 
termed II stress event sequences." Adolescent tnotheroood can be viewed 
as an example of this type of potential stressor. In this group, one 
event initiates a series of other potentially stressful events 
extending over a period of time. This description seems to overlap 
to alar g e ex ten t wi th W'e iss f de fi n i tio n 0 f a tr an si tio n si t ua tio n 
which is characterized by a period of relational and personal change 
(Weiss, 1976). Thus, the individual faced with these types of 
situations may actually need to respond to a variety of stressors 
over the course of time. ~theroood during adolescence presents the 
teenager with just such a situation. A variety of potential 
stressors are triggered by the birth of the baby, extend well into 
t he fir st ye ar po st par tun , and pr ec ipi ta te chang es in the teen f s 
relationships with family, peers, and in her view of herself. A 
value of identifying whether a particular si tuation is such a stress 
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event sequence or transition lies in the attention which is drawn to 
the consequences of the initial event, and to the recognition of the 
changes which are occLrring in the natLre of the stressor over time. 
The second problem in stress research has been the inconsistent 
attention given to the importance of mediating factors, or variables 
that could have a buffering effect upon the stress response. Too 
often, a simple stimulus-response lnodel seems to be guiding research 
in this area, and the complexity of the relationships which OCCLr 
between an event and the individual's response is ignored. 
Ind iv id ual s ex po sed to the same even t in ev i tabl y r espo nd differ en tl y • 
The explanation for such individual differences lies in considering 
the iI.npac t 0 f various med ia to rs. Some v ar iabl es tha t have been 
identified as important in this capacity are the individual's 
appraisal of the event (Lazarus, 1980; Lazarus .& Latl1ier, 1978), the 
availability of his social supports (Cassel, 1974; House, 1974; 
Lowenthal & Oliriboga, 1973; Nuckolls, Cassel, & Kaplan, 1972; 
Pearl in , Menaghan, Lieberman, & M.Jllan, 1981), and the use of various 
coping skills (House, 19'74; Jenkins, 1979; Kaplan, 1980; Lazarus, 
Cohen, Folkman, Kanner, & Schaefer, 1980; Lazarus & Lalllier, 1978; 
Pe arl in et al., 1981). 
Lack of clarity regarding stress responses has also contributed 
to the confusion in this fi·ald. Responses to stressors can OCCLr on 
three different levels: physiological (the level of 17 
hydroxycorticosteroids, for example) , psycoological (such as 
depression or anxiety), and sociological (the effect upon the 
performance of a social role, for example) (Cohen, 1981; Lazarus, 
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1980 ; Jenkins, 1979) • lbwever , rarely is thi s distinction made 
axplicit in either individual studies, or in reviews examining 
sometimes conficting results. These inconsistencies could partly be 
attributed to neglect of this JX)int for, as lazarus rightly contends, 
coping wi th a stressor in a certain manner may have one kind of 
effect on one level, but may exert a very different effect on 
another. 
It is worthwhile to briefly consider differences in the 
operationalization of stress, since the measurement of a concept has 
a major bearing upon our understanding of the phenomena. The tw:> 
basic approachas found in much of the literature in this field view 
stress in terms of either a life change event (LE) or a perceived 
stressor. 
The LE approaoh has been, by far, the most JX)pular method of 
operationalizing stress. Many of the stooies utilizing life changes 
have used either the original or a modified version of the Schedule 
of Recent Experiences (SRE), a 43 item cheoklist developed by lblmes 
and his colleagues (Holmes & Masuda, 1974; Holmes & Rahe, 1967). 
However, in recent years much criticism has been leveled at this 
measurement approach on both conceptual and methodological grounds 
(for reviews, see Cleary, 1980; Cohen, 1979; Dohrenwend & Dohrenwend, 
1978; Rabkin & Struening, 1976). Q:)ncerns have centered around the 
following issues: (a) both desirable and undesirable LEs are 
inclu:ied in the SHE, but recent stooies have demonstrated 
relationshps only between undesirable LEs and outcanes (for example, 
see rbFarlane, tbrman, Streiner, Roy, & Scott, 1980; Sarason, 
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Johnson, &: Siegel, 1978; Suls & MJllen, 1981), (b) LE values or 
weights are based on predetermined group ratings, but these do not 
aoo01.llt for differing peroeptions and impaots upon individuals, (0) 
the .!.!£!5 of ohange may also have negative oonsequenoes if a ohange 
was expeoted. Also, orronio stress si tuations and minor daily 
problems are exoluied from the SRE, (d) "oanmonlt LEs inolOOed in the 
SRE may be mostly irrelevant to oertain groups, (e) many of the LEs 
in the SRE oould oonceivably be presymptomatio manifestations of 
illnesses, and thus not oauses of illness, (f) altoough many of the 
early stOOies reported statistioally signifioant results betlleen LEs 
and illness, the magnitides of these relationships lIere very small, 
such that no prao~i£!! signifioanoe existed, (g) test-retest 
relationShips of the SRE have been low, (h) the outoome variables 
chat were frequen tl y used in stOO ies using the SRE are more 
aootrately measures of oare-seeking behavior and not illness per se, 
(i) many studies did not oonsider mediating faotors that may affeot 
the impao t 0 f LEs. 
It has become inoreasingly apparent to researohers in this field 
that the mere presence of an event oannot be assuned to be stressful, 
but rather the individual's peroeption of that situation must be 
assessed in order to make that oonolusion. Thus, for researohers 
subscribing to this view, events are harmful only if peroeived as 
stressful by the individual. 
Lazarus and his oolleagues have written extensively about this 
a ppr aisal proo ess (La zar us, 1980; La zarus e t al., 1980; La zar us & 
Launier, 1978). Primary appraisal is Lazarus' term for the 
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individual's eValuation of the significance of a particular event. 
Depending on a var"iaty of factors, the event can be perceived as 
irrelevant to the person's well-being, benign, or stressful. 
O:!curring simultaneously, and contributing to the individual's 
evaluation of a particular event, is secondar"y appraisal. This 
r efar s to the ind iv id ual' s a sse sStllen t 0 f the c oping options avail abl e 
to him at the time, and the resources he can draw upon to help him 
meet the particular denand. This entire process, and hence an 
individual's perception of a potentially stresful encounter, is not a 
sta tic, one-time occurrence. Rather, the denands, the coping 
options, and resources continue to be reappraised as the individual 
receives feedback from his environment, and continues to reflect upon 
the si tua tio n • 
Others have utilized measures of perceived stress and have fOl.l1d 
them to be better predictors of various outcome variables than scores 
derived from group ratings. Findings by Sarason, Johnson, and Siegel 
(1978) illustrate this point. These investigators fOllld life stress 
scores which assessed both the desirability and extent of the impact 
of each event upon an individual to be more strongly related to 
measures of depression and adjustment than scores from the SRE. 
From this brief overview it is apparent that from both a 
theoretical and methodological perspective, the nature of stress 
research is in the process of change and developnent. The next 
sections will focus upon tv() concepts that are intrinsically involved 




Maj or appro ac he s to c onc ept ual i za tio n 
As dissatisfaction with a stilnulus-response model of stress has 
grown, interest in the role of coping has concOOlitantly burgeoned. 
For the clinician, this is a welcomed change of emphasis, since it 
implies a shift in focus from the view that stressors inherent in 
daily living can be eliminated, toward what an individual can do to 
mitigate the negative effects of potential stressors. Indeed, much 
of nursing's efforts have been directed toward this aspect of the 
stress process, as will be discussed later. 
Curr en tl y, t her e ar e thr ee maj or appro ac he s to the 
conc·~ptualization and measurenent of coping. The following 
discussion of these approaches will be based primarily upon the 
detailed critique by Folkman and Lazarus (1980). Q,ping has been 
viewed as consisting of defensive .2!: ego processes versus as a 
multidimensional construct. Haan's theoretical frameyork is an 
example of a model which views coping as one of several ego processes 
(claan, 19t7). Others, in their operationalization of coping t 
restrict their assessments to the classical defense mechanis'Tls (for 
example, see Wilson, 1982). Qle problem with this approach has had 
to do with the evaluation of the ego processes. Often there has been 
a confound between the coping process itself and the adaptational 
outcome. Another difficulty has been inadequate interrater 
reliabilities in the labelling of ego processes. Haan, herself, 
reports low interrater reliabilities (between .45 to .65) in her 
studies looking at the developnent of ego processes from childoood to 
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adulthood (Haan, 1977). A final problem concerns the primary focus 
upo n tan sio n red uc ti 0 n in model s t ha t tr eat c opi n g so 1 el y a sase t 0 f 
defenses. This ignores the concomitant coping function of problen-
solving. 
Many investigators in the stress field now recognize the 
iLUp:>rtance of assessing these dual functions of coping when 
evaluating an individual's resp:>nses to any stressful situation 
(Caplan, 1981; Kaplan, 1980; Lazarus, 1980; McGrath, 1970; Pearlin &: 
Scoooler, 1978). Lazarus and his colleagues (Cohen & Lazarus, 1979; 
Lazarus, 1980; Lazarus & Launier, 1978) have added yet another 
dimen sion to consider beyond the problen- and emotion-focused 
distinction. '!hey have identifiad fOlr major .nodes of coping, each 
of Which can be focused toward either problem-solving or the 
management of tension. They are: d irec t ac tions, in formation-
seeking, intrapsychic processes, and inhibition of actions. They 
have also suggested that the addition of a fifth mode of coping might 
be appropriate based upon its imp:>rtance in several recent studies, 
that is, tlrning to others for help and succor (Cohen & Lazarus, 
1979). It is self-evident that approaches focusing upon coping as 
defensive or ego processes consider only a very limited aspect of the 
mul tid iLnen sional i ty 0 f coping and, in thi s sen se , are und ul y 
restrictive. 
Coping has also been viewed from the perspective of a personality 
trait ..2!:. disposition versus a process approach. 5;)me personality 
tr ai ts tha t have been ex an in ed incl ud e sen si ti zing versus av oid anc e 
(Gold ste in, 1973), moni toring versus bl un ting (Mill er, 1980), and 
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repression versus sensitization (Byrne, 1961), all three of which 
refer generally to an individual's propensity to scan the environment 
for information regarding a stressful event. Those that adhere to a 
disp:)sitional approach make the assunption that individuals are 
consistent in their responses to stressors no matter what the 
contex t. Ibwever, many challenge this view, emphasi zing the 
imp:)rtance of situational variables in contributing to differences in 
stress responses (f'obGrath, 1970; Moos, 1974). Empirical evidence 
also indicates that the trait approach to coping has had very limited 
success in predicting an individual's behavior in actual situations 
(Sandler &: Lakey, 1982; for reviews of such studies, see ebhen &: 
Lazaus, 1979; l.azarus et al., 1974; Moos, 1974). Foll<man &: l.azar us 
point out tv«) additional proble,lls with this approach. First, since 
the traits which are measured are unidimensional, the other aspects 
of the coping process described above are ignored. Second, since 
coping is conceptualized as consistent across situations and, 
therefore, static, the changes in coping strategies that occur over 
time are overlooked. If we refer back to the description of the role 
of reappraisal in the stress process, we are reminded that there are 
continuing shifts in thoughts and behaviors based upon feedback from 
the environment and an individual's own reflections about the 
situation. Neglect of this time factor may contribute to problems in 
reconciling conflicting resul ts in coping studies (for exanple, see a 
review on coping with illness by ebhen &: l.azarus, 1979). Major 
proponents of a process approach to coping are Lazarus and his 
colleagues. In this model, an attempt is made to assess what an 
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individual actually thinks or does in response to a situation 
perceived as stressful, and the mode of coping is then inferred from 
the se data (Folkman & La zar us, 1980). 
Coping has also been approached within the context of a special 
or unusual situation ver sus a normative approach. In the former, 
coping responses peculiar to that single situation are described. An 
example of this approach is fvbCubbin's work describing coping used by 
wives Whose husbands have been either missing in action or prisoners 
of war (M:! Cubb in, Dahl, La ster, Ben son, & Rober tson, 19'76) • While 
these approaches are typically more cOOlprehensive in the sense that 
the assessments are not confined to defenses or traits alone, a 
limitation of these studies is that results are often situation-
specific, and therefore, not generalizable to other contexts. 
A normative approach to coping has been attempted by both Pearl in 
and Sa mol er (1 97 8) and Fol kman and La zar us ( 1 980) • whil e the 
operationalization of coping differed in these stud ies, the central 
purpose of both was upon describing coping responses to commonly-
experienced life stressors, hence the term "normative." Find ings 
indicated that a great variety of coping strategies were used by both 
samples in response to stressors. 
While these three broad approaches to coping can be found in the 
liter ature, t.here currentl y ex ists no widely acceptabl e 
categorization of coping. (l)viously, this is a necessary step if 
significant progress is to be made in this field. Lazarus points out 
that any good classification scheme of coping needs to provide (a) a 
detailed itemization of various coping subtypes that make up major 
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classification categories, and (b) a full analysis of the process, 
antecedent conditions, and consequences of each type of coping 
(La zarus et al., 1974). Al though he and his colleague s are making 
major efforts in this direction, i t ~uld be precipi to us at this 
point to suggest that the model that they have outlined thus far 
meets these criteria. 
Antecedent conditions necessary to 
a classification scheme 
Some general antecedent conditions which need to be incorporated 
into any classification scheme of coping include: the 
characteristics of the stressor situation itself, an individual's 
access to var io"JS env ironmental resources, and personal 
characteristics. 
\fuile the importance of delineating the nature of the stressor 
situation in the stress process was mentioned earlier, some empirical 
examples could serve to highlight the impact of this factor upon the 
choice of coping. Ebth normative stUdies of coping referred to above 
examined the effects of situational factors upon the type of coping 
utilized and found that different strategies were preferred in 
deal ing wi th different stressors (Folkman & La zarus, 1980; Pe arl in & 
Schooler, 1978). Furthermore, Pearl in and Schooler discovered that 
the extent of the impact that coping had upon measures of distress 
differed, depending upon which area of life strain was examined. 
Others have looked, not at different groups of stressors, but rather 
at different characteristics of stressors and have also noticed 
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differential effec ts upon cho ic e of coping. For example, Miller 





or intensi ty of a stressor will adversel y 
response. 
individual t S ability to use distraction as a coping 
Still others have suggested that if a si tuation cannot be 
changed, and must be endured or tolerated, an individual is more 
likely to use emotion-focused 
( Folkman & La zarus, 1980) • 
rather 
Thus, 
than problem-focused coping 
an awareness of different 
characteristics of the stressor si tuation can contribute to a better 
understanding of the role of coping in the stress process. 
Another group of antecedent conditions is the individual t s access 
to a variety of environmental resources which could be used to 
enhance his coping efforts. The importance of an individual's social 
network and the social supports it prov ides is recognized by many to 
be a salient coping resource (Cohen, 1979; Hirsch, 1981; Lazarus & 
Launier, 1978; McCubbin, 1979; Mechanic, 1977). The effect of other 
sociocul tural resources upon coping is also being given growing 
attention in the literature (Caplan, 1981; Lee & Newton, 1981). For 
example, Kaplan (1980) has spoken about the importance of "patterned 
mechanisms" found on a societal level which could greatly affect an 
individual's ability to deal with certain stressors and decrease 
their associated distress. others have suggested that lack of 
economic and educational resources may restrict access to more 
effective coping responses (Pearlin & Schooler, 1978). 
host of other environmental resources which may 
individual's coping which have not been mentioned here. 
There are a 
affect an 
It will be 
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important for future investigations to consider this group of 
variables in research designs in order to improve our understanding 
of coping and its effects. 
Finally, a third group of antecedent conditions to be considered 
in a classi fic atio n of coping 
of the individual. One 
are different personal characteristics 
such characteristic which may have 
contributed to conflicting results found in intervention studies 
focusing upon psychological preparation is the individual's tendency 
to prefer certain coping strategies over others (Cohen & Lazarus, 
1979). For example one intervention study took this tendency into 
account and found that the outcome measure of physiological arousal 
was reduced when the level of preparatory infonnation was consistent 
with the individual's coping preference (Miller, 1980). An 
individual's sense of perceived or actual control over a si tuation is 
another characteristic considered by many to be important in the 
understanding of coping (Gal & Lazarus, 1975; Hill, 1982; McFarlane 
et al., 1980; Rodin, 1980; Sandler & Lakey, 1982). 
Consequences of coping 
As Lazarus and colleagues have pointed out, an understanding of 
the consequences of coping is an intrinsic part of any adequate 
classification scheme. rbwever, one of the difficulties in this area 
of research is how to determine just what constitutes effective or 
ineffective coping (Lazarus, 1980). As mentioned earlier, it is 
important to recognize that the effect or outcome of coping can be 
measured on three different levels: physiological, psychological, 
and social. 
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Salient information about a particular coping strategy 
inay be lost if only one of these levels is assessed since it may 
produce "positive" results on one level, and yet "negative" results 
on another. Q)nsider, as a hypothetical exanple, a new adolescent 
mother who has channeled her talents and emotional energy into 
developing a positive maternal-infant relationship, but has done so 
at the expense of her own continued psycrosocial developnent. Yet 
another example is the person who successfully denies the existence 
of harmful physical symptoms and achieves psycrological comfort at 
the expense of exacerbating an underlying disease process. Another 
issue to be considered here is, at what point in time should coping 
effectiveness be measured? The issue of short- versus long-term 
effectiveness has not been considered in many stu:iies (Q)hen & 
Lazarus, 1979; McGrath, 1970), and yet it is quite likely that a 
particular strategy which may have satisfactory resul ts in the short-
run, may actually have very different effects on a long-term basis. 
Measurement 0 f coping 
While some of this information was implicit in the description 
of the three major approaches to coping presented earlier, it may be 
worthwhile to consider some additional issues at this point. t-bos 
(1974 ) has written an extensive review of the various measures 
assessing what he terms "adaptive behavior", part of which inclu:ies 
coping. Basically, measurement approachas in this field scan a broad 
array of t.echniques, including: observations, interviews, family 
in ter actions, tape recordings and films, essay and sentence 
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completion techniques, story completions, and a variety of objective 
techniques. Based on this review, t-bos 
efficacy of various al ternatives to 
sees a need to compare the 
the assessment process, 
considering the particular conditions under which it would be more 
advantageous to use one method over another. This issue has been 
alluded to by others as well. For instance, the decision over 
Whether to use sel f-reports, observations, or a combination of both 
has been raised by Lazarus in relation to the difficulty in getting 
information about defensive coping mechanisms (Lazarus, 1980; Lazarus 
et al., 1974) • A similar measurement issue has been raised by 
Pearlin and Schooler (1978) in their description of the difficul ties 
in identifying concrete coping \Jehaviors Which manage emotions, since 
the same behaviors could be carried out for other reasons as well. 
A second, and related, point raised by M:>os (1974) is the 
unlikelihood that any Single test or measure could comprehensivel y 
assess a complex theoretical construct such as coping. Reviewing the 
resul ts of several studies, t-bos pointed out the low 
intercorrelations between tools purportedly measuring the same 
construct. Thus, it is likely that a combination of techniques 
supplementing each other may be needed to gather comprehensive 
information about any individual's coping under different conditions. 
Clinical research related to coping 
Having briefly outlined some of the major issues in the research 
on coping, an overview of the clinical research being carried out in 
this area will be presented (for a more extensive review, see Cohen & 
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Lazarus, t919). Research has been concerned wi th describing the kind 
of coping used by certain groups of individuals or patients, relating 
the kind of coping used by different groups of patients wi th 
different outcome measures, and actually attempting to intervene to 
change coping strategies in various medical settings and determine 
the effects upon outcomes. Nursing has been involved wi th studies of 
all these types, and these resul ts will be incorporated into this 
section. 
while many of the early stUdies on coping were entirely 
descriptive, and suggestad how various strategies used in response to 
a particular illness may contribute to psychological adjustment 
(G::>hen & Lazarus, 19'79), current studies still maintain this focus. 
For example, recent research has outlined the coping strategies used 
by such groups as: wives needing to deal with various lengths and 
types of separations from their husbands (~Cubbin, 1919; McCubbin et 
ale 1916); hemodialysis patients (Baldtree, Murphy, & Powers, 1982); 
patients seeking acute care at an emergency department (Jalowiec & 
Powers, 1981); and hypertensive patients (Jalowiec & Powers, 1981). 
Recent clinical studies looking at the relationship between 
coping and various outcome measures have found relationships between 
such variables as: the use of certain cognitive coping strategies 
and subsequent psychosocial adjustment in a small group of recently 
discharged spinal-cord injured patients (Rosenstiel & Roth, 1981); 
the use of either denial or compliance to a medical regime and 
subsequent chance of rehospitalization or death in a group of 
ischemic heart disease patients (Prince, Fr asur e-Sm i th, Rolic z-
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WoloSzyk, 1982) ; and an aggressive coping style and various 
subjective and objective outcome measures in a group of surgical 
patients (wilson, 1982). 
A sizeable IX)rtion of the current research in this area has been 
devoted to determining the effects of various interventions designed 
to alter or enhance an individual's coping efforts. An in terven tion 
appro ac h used in man y nursing st ud ie s 
of psycrological preparation, first 
has been based upon the notion 
introduced by Janis (1953). 
Based upon his ~rk wi th surgical patients, Janis hypothesi zed that 
preparing an individual prior to a stressful situation such as 
surgery will stimulate the "l«>rk of worrying. It That is, infonnation 
about IX)tentially disturbing perceptions the individual is likely to 
encounter may stimulate lnental rehearsal which can contribute to the 
develop:nent of effective reassuring cognitions, as well as correct 
unwarranted anticipations or beliefs. In clinical studies, the type 
of information provided prior to the stressful event (usually 
surgery) has focused either upon details about What to expect about 
the-events during and after the procedure itself, or upon sensations 
the patient is likely to experience. Many of the recent studies have 
attempted to determine the differential effects of each of these 
types of preparatory infonnation upon various psycrological and 
physiological measures (.Hartfield, Cason, &: Cason, 1982; Johnson, 
Rice, Fuller, & Ehdress, 1978) • Results of these and other studies 
seem to indicate that the provision of information which emphasizes 
the likely sensations an individual may experience is more beneficial 
than information about events, and indeed, the clinical nurSing 
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literature already contains recommendations to this effect ( t-bHugh, 
Christman, & Johnson, 1981). 
The second major focus of much of the clinical research in this 
area has been upon instructions in specific coping strategies. In 
the field of psychiatry, cognitive behavioral therapists have been 
concerned with training their clients in the use of various cognitive 
coping skills. Roskies and Lazarus (1980) who reviewed this body of 
research, concluded that such training has met wi th success in a 
variety of problem areas. 
In other clinical arenas, intervention studies have included both 
preparatory information and instruction or rehearsal in coping 
strategies in their experimental conditions, but have not attempted 
to differentiate between their possible separate effects (Visintainer 
& Wolfer, 1975; wiolfer & V'isintainer, 1975, 1979). Ibwever, others 
have separated out these tw:> components in an effort to determine if 
either one alone, or both in combination, are superior in terms of 
their effects upon various outcomes (Hill, 1982; Johnson et al., 
1978; Langer, JaniS, & Wolfer, 1975). Two different types of coping 
instructions can be found in such studies: those that instruct 
patients in the use of specific direct action coping strategies, and 
those that train patients to use spec ific cognitive coping 
strategies. An example of training in cognitive coping is found in 
Rodin's work with a group of elderly in an intermediate care facility 
(Rodin, 1980). The experimental group focused upon training subjects 
in coping skills using cognitive strategies which emphasi zed a view 
of personal control. The experimental group subsequently did 
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significantly better upon various out.come measures incltxiing: active 
participation in the milieu, staff ratings of patient adjustment, 
measures of perceived stress, and long-term cortisol levels. An 
example of a study using instructions in direct action coping 
str ateg ie s was cond uc ted by Hill (1982) • A group 0 f c atar ac t 
patients were randomly assigned to one of four groups, one of which 
incluied behavioral rehearsals about how to decrease discomfort in 
t.he pc>st-operative eye, and various self-care skills. The only group 
which did significantly better on any of the outcome variables was 
t.he group receiving both behavioral instructions as well as 
preparatory sensory information. These patients had a shorter length 
of t.ime before first venturing from oome after discharge. tb other 
differences were fOllld on the other sut>jective or objective outcomes 
assessed for any of the experimental groups. 
tlhile the overall results of these intervention studies have 
generally supported the notion that preparatory information and 
in struc tion or rehear sal in coping can have posi ti v e 
clinical outcomes, conflicting resul ts are still 
effec ts upon 
found in the 
literature and may be due to an inadequate conceptualization of the 
stress process. Many of the current intervention stUdies neglect 
variables Which may interact with the experimental condition. An 
individual's personal characterist.ics, as mentioned earlier, comprise 
one group of such variables. Indeed, in studies designed to explore 
this type of interaction, Subjects whose preference for a particular 
coping strategy was congruent with the type of preparatory 
information received did better on pc>stsurgical outcome measures 
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(Goldstein, 1973; l"1iller, 1980). Intervention designs rarely take 
into account other antecedent conditions which may differentially 
affect coping outcomes, such as various individual or environmental 
resources. Differences in the stressor situation itself could 
accoun t for conn ic ting resul ts. While many of the studies are 
concerned with surgery, different types of operative procedures vary 
in the degree of threat and problems in adjust-ment that they present. 
Finally, as mentioned in an earlier section, the mediating effect of 
an ind iv id ual' s appraisal 
considered when attelnpting 
outcomes. 
Social support 
of the potential stressor must also be 
to explain differences in adaptational 
The role of social support in the stress process has been given 
considerable attention in the empirical literature recently (for 
reviews, see Cbbb, 1976; Dean & Lin, 1971; HaJlburg & Killilea, 1979; 
House, 197~; Kaplan, Cassel, and Gore, 1977). A comprehensive review 
by Cbbb (1976) indicates that adequate social support may protect 
those in crisis from a wide variety of pathology, inclooing low birth 
weight, arthritis, tuberculosis, depreSSion, alcoholism, the "social 
breakdown syndrome", and even death. Ibwever, whil e an overwhellning 
nunber of studies generally indicates that adequate social support is 
related to a more beneficial stress response, research in this area 
is plagued by a variety of problens on both conceptual and 
operational levels, leading to resul ts which are sometimes 
conflicting and difficul t to interpret. Several of these problens 
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can be grouped into three maj or areas: those concerning the nature 
of soc ial support; the contex t wi thin Whic h soc ial suppo rt ex its; and 
the effects of social support. 
Nature of social support 
Two issues will be reviewed here: social support as a 
mul tid imensional construc t, and soc ial support v iewed in subj ec ti ve 
versus objective terms. 
The multidiLnensionality of social support is recognized by most 
experts in the field, and yet there is less agreement about just What 
are its essential components. A compar ison of social support 
definitions by major theorists in the area is illustrative (Kahn, 
1 9'76 , p. 1 7 ) : 
Cobb: "information leading the subject to believe that he 
is cared for and loved, esteemed and a member of a network 
of mutual obligations." 
Kahn: "an interpersonal transaction that consists of the 
expression of positive affect toward another person, the 
affirmation or endorsement of certain behav iors or 
attributes of another person, or the giving of material or 
symbolic aid to the other person." 
Mechanic: identified the social support dimensions of 
It nur tur anc e, empathy, encour agemen t, information 
( ev al ua ti 0 n , attribution) , sharedness (of common 
ex per ience) , instrunen tal mater ial , and recognition of 
competence .It 
Weiss: identified the conditions of social support as 
"attachment (to supporting others), social integration (in 
the larger cOOlmunity structure), reassurance of personal 
worth, alliance, and opportunity to receive nurturance." 
A consistent area of agreement is the importance of posi tive 
a ffec tor allotio nal suppo rt • r-bst major theorists agree that the 
communication of a sense of warmth, caring and love is essential to 
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the constr uc t 0 f soc ial support. 
Another C0t11ponent Which is found with some variation in each 
definition is the affirmation or social reinforcement of certain 
behaviors or attributes (similarities are esteem support, recognition 
of competence, and reassurance of personal W)rth). Thus, not only is 
caring Lnportant, but also is the co;nmunication that actions and 
skills are valued and reflect the individual's competence in a social 
role. 
A third component that is usually found in maj or definitions of 
social support is that Which refers to a sense of belonging to a 
netW)rk of mutual obligations (similarities in the above definitions 
include sharedness and soc~al integration). <l1e is supported if one 
feels a sense of community or belongingness Which entails mutual 
expectations in time of need. 
rbwever, disagreement exists regarding other aspects of social 
support. For example, instrumental or tangible assistance as an 
aspect of social support is accept.ed by some (see Kahn's and 
Mechanic's definitions above), but rejected by others (Cobb, 1976). 
Disagreements regarding the essential co.'nponents of social support, 
and a neglect of its multidimensional nature in many 
operationalizations of this construct, have contributed to 
difficulties in interpreting conflicting study results. This aspect 
of the nature of social support is essential to recognize since it is 
probable that different types of support will have differential 
effects under various conditions (Kahn, 1976) • For ex ampl e, in 
Hi r so h' s ( 1 980 ) study of lNOmen undergoing major life changes, 
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satisfac tion wi th cognitive guid ance was rei ated to 1 ess ps yc hiatr ic 
sympt.omatology and better mood, while satisfaction wi th socializing 
experiences was correlated with higher self-esteem. tb other 
dimension of social support measured in that study (i.e., social 
reinforcement, tangible assistance, or emotional support) was related 
to any mental health variable. 
Another area of disagreement concerning the nature of social 
support involves whether or not it should be defined in subjective or 
ooj ective terms (Kahn, 1976). Is t.he subj ec t' s perceptions of the 
availability and adequacy of different dimensions of social support 
the important feature, or is the objective provision of such support 
sal ient'? In the empirical literature, measur es 0 f bot·' ar e fo und • 
For example, some researchers have 
hel pful ness 0 f a tr an sac tio n (Hir so h, 1980; 
while others have evaluated Whether or 
ev al ua ted the perceived 
McFarlane et al., 1980), 
not a particul ar type of 
assistance was received, but not how its helpfulness or adequacy was 
viewed by t.he recipient (Furstenberg &: Crawford, 1978; Polansky, 
Chalmers, But.tenwieser, &: Williams, 1979). Resul ts of these tv«) 
types of studies are difficult to compare since social support is 
conceptualized, and hence measured, differently. Clarification of 
the relative importance of objective versus subjective perspectives 
of social support could be achieved if measures of both were included 
in research designs. 
Context of social support 
Several aspects of this area will be reviewed here: the 
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characteristics of an individual's social net\oOrk; the nature of the 
stressful situation; the sources of social support; the timing of 
social support; and the individual's personal characteristics. 
The prov ision of soc ial support occur s wi thin an ind iv id ual f s 
social net\oO rk, and it has been suggested that certain 
characteristics of the network itself may affect the type of social 
supports available to its (nanbers (Kahn, 19'78; tlalker, MacBride, & 
Vachon, 1977). Network characteristics which seem to be most salient 
to the provision of social support are the following (Mi tchell, 1969; 
walkar et al., 19'(7): (a) density - the extent to which members in 
an indiv id ual' s network know one another, (b) reac hab il i ty - the 
extent to which an individual can use his relationships to contact 
people who are important to him, (c) si ze - the actual nunber of 
people wi th whom an individual maintains contact, (d) strength of 
ties - a combination of such characteristics as the amount of time, 
the emotional in ten si ty, the intimac y, and reciprocal serv ices 
characterizing the tie, (e) homogeneity of membership - the extent 
to ~ich members share social attributes, as well as attitu:linal and 
behav ioral char ac tar ist.ic s. t-bre researchers are including measures 
of both network characteristics and social support and exploring the 
relation of each to outcome variables (for example, see Billings & 
M:>os, 1981; Cooley & Keesey, 1981; Finlayson, 1976; Holahan & [wbos, 
1981; ,-1cFarlane et al., 1980; Ililcox, 1981). lbwever, few have 
examined the network conditions under which various types of social 
support are best provided (for an exception, see Hirsch, 1980). 
Ano ther var iabl e rei evan t to the c ontex t in whic h soc ial suppo rt 
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is provided is the nature of t,he stressful situation itself. That 
is, different types of stressful transactions [nay dictate a need for 
certain kinds of aid or support. Weiss (1976) has suggested that 
crises, transi tion states, and deficit situations may each require 
different kinds of social supports. For example, he suggests that an 
individual in crisis is most likely to benefit from interactions 
conveying understanding and acceptance. Ch the other hand, an 
individual U1dergoing a transition may best profit from various types 
of cognitive assistance because of the confusion and unpreparedness 
Which are so COOlmon to those experiencing these types of situations. 
Finally, "3omeone who is in a deficit situation may be most in need of 
an ongoir~~, problem-focused support system. Whether these hypotheses 
are accurate remains a subject for future research. Yet, 
investigators inust be mindful of this type of classification since 
certain dimensions of social support may exert an effect only in 
particular si tuations (Dean &: Lin, 
19'1'7). 
1977; Kaplan, Cassel, &: Gore, 
Research in this area often overlooks the various sources who 
prov id e soc ial suppo rt. ileiss (1974) suggests that different types 
of relationships beCOOle specialized in the types of proviSions they 
offer an ind iv id ual • 
support offered by, 
If this is the case, then evaluating the social 
for example, only family members or only a 
spouse, may mask a relationship that exists between other sources of 
social support and an outcome measure. Indeed, when this variable 
has been considered in research designs, differential relationships 
between various sources of social support and outcomes have been 
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discovered. For exanple, one study (Dimond, 1979) ex am in ed the 
relationship between various sources of social support (family, 
spouse, and confidante) and psychosocial adaptation (morale and 
changes in social functioning) in a group of patients on maintenance 
hemodialysis. while measures of support provided by the patients' 
family and spouse were significantly related to morale, only a family 
support measure was related to changes in social functioning. No 
significant relationship was found for the confidante source. In 
another study (Eerkman &: Syme, 1979), age and sex-specific mortality 
rates were examined over a nine year period in a large random sample 
of residents in Alameda County. While subjects with social ties with 
any of four sources (i.e., marriage, ~lose friends and relatives, 
church menbership, infonnal and formal group associations) had lower 
mortality rates than those lacking these ties, the tw:> sources of 
marriage and close friends/relatives were stronger predictors. 
Timing is also imIX>rtant to understanding the context of social 
support. Throughout the course of a stressful situation an 
individual's needs may change, and thus may create a demand for 
support that is 
si tua tio n (Wal ker 
research deSigns 
different than what was needed at the onset of the 
et al., 1977). This 
that utilize a Single, 
process is overlooked in 
c ro ss- sec tio nal ev al ua tio n 
(Carveth &: Gottlieb, 1979). Misleading and contradictory results can 
arise from these types of deSigns, especially when comparisons are 
based upon assessments drawn from different phases in the progression 
of a stressful event. 
Different characteristics of the individual are also involved in 
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the context wi thin Which social support is provided and received. 
Locus of control is one such characteristic which may exert a 
conditional status upon the effects of social support. 
in keeping with their hypothesis that individuals with 
For example, 
an internal 
locus of control are more apt to utilize social support in coping 
with stressors than are externals, Sandler and Lakey (1982) fOll1d 
that social support buffered the effect of life event stressors upon 
anxiety and depression only for internals, but not for externals. 
Another individual characteristic considered in social support 
research is the individual t s receptivity to the assistance offered. 
In cooparing psychiatric and medical patients, Tolsdorf (1976) 
discovered that the psychiatric patients in his sample had a 
"negative network orientation." That is, they believed it was 
inadvisable or useless to draw upon network resources. when famil y 
members did offer advice, support, or feedback, these subjects kept 
the interactions on a super ficial level and would not divulge enough 





it was unsolicited and, in the case of advice, usually 
Lh fortun ate! y, it is the exception r ather than the rule, to 
measures of this kind in studies concerned with social 
Effects of social support 
The two prominent issues related to this area concern the type 
of effect social support exerts and its mechanisms of action. Social 
support has alternately been described as having a direct or main 
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effect upon some outcome variable, v er sus hav ing a buffer ing or 
interaction effect. When social support is conceptual ized as the 
former, i.e., an independent variable, some dimension of support may 
be viewed as lacking, relationships with network members may be 
viewed as stressors, or aspects of social support may be seen as 
having direct positive effects upon an outcome variable (Perkman & 
Syme, 1979; Caplan, 1974; Crnic et al., 1981). In contrast, when 
social support is conceptualized as an intervening variable, it is 
thought to exert an effect only in the presence of a stressor, thus 
acting to buffer potentially harmful effects (Cassel, 1974; Cobb, 
1976; Dean & Lin, 1977; Kaplan et al., 1977). E."Dpirical support for 
both of these views can be found in the literature. For example, 
Henderson ( 1 981 ) hypo the si zed tha t a defic iency in either attacrment 
or social integration (two dimensions of social support) are causal 
factors in the onset of neuroses, indeeendent of the presence of 
adversi ty. Using a prospective, longitud inal design wi th a sample 
from a general population survey in Canberra, Australia, he found 
that, contrary to predictions, a deficiency in social relations was 
more strongly associated wi th subsequent neurotic symptoms if there 
was al so high adver si ty. Ho we v er , a st ud y by Pi n n ea u (1 976 ) wh ic h 
examined the relationship of tangible and psyohological-emotional 
support in a large group of workers found no ev idence for a buffer ing 
effect between stressors and either physiological or psychological 
strain. This finding was al so contrary to the investigator's 
original hypothesis. ibwever, evidence was found for the hypotheSiS 
that social support would be directly related to low levels of 
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psychological strains. Other studies either supporting (Nuckolls et 
al., 1972; Wilcox, 1981) or refuting (Andrews, Tennant, Hewson, &: 
Vaillant, 1978) the buffering hypothesis can, of course, be found. 
It is somewhat redundant, at this point, to state that a good part of 
thi s confusion stems from differences in operational izing the 
construct of social support, and a neglect of various contextual 
factors which are likely to render the effects of social support 
operative only under certain conditions. Therefore, the salient 
question to be addressed in fut ure research is under what condi tions 
is either a direct or indirect effect of which dimension of social 
support likely to be found? 
Finally, minimal efforts have been directed toward exploring the 
mechanisms by which social support exerts its infuence. Some types 
of support may directly influence the potential stressor itself, 
thereby mitigating its impact upon the individual. Recently, many 
investigators have pointed to the role that this construct plays in 
the copi ng process, and suggest tha tit is through its value as an 
important coping resource that social support may exert its effects 
(Caplan, 1981; Hirsch, 1981; McFarlane et al., 1980). Hamburg and 
Killilea (1979) have expanded on this notion and suggest that social 
support may influence coping strategies on three different levels. 
The first is affective or emotional. Many individuals confronted 
wi th stressors seek out comfort, and the emotional support which 
their network provides can minimize or alleviate feelings of 
distress. The acceptance of feelings and conveyance of a sense of 
caring can also contribute to the person's sense of Wlrth and well-
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being. 
The second level is cognitive. The individual confronted wi th a 
stressor that has exceeded his adaptive resources will eventually 
need to acquire new information and/or skills if he is to cope 
effectivel y. Network members can offer assistance wi th problem-
solving, and provide the individual with potential role models whose 
past behavior in similar experiences can be adopted. 
The third level the authors describe is instrumental. The 
network can mobilize tangible services or aids to concretely assist 
the individual. This can help minimize the demands of the stressor 
directly, or can increase the individual's resources for coping wi th 
them. 
Very few studies have explored the relationship between social 
support and the use of different coping strategies. Two except.ions 
will be briefly described here. In their \oK)rk wi th a random sample 
of 194 families from San Francisco, Billings and Moos (1981) looked 
at the relationships between subjects' recent life events, coping and 
social resources. Part of their resul ts indicated that subjects who 
used avoidance coping, as opposed to either active-cognitive or 
active behavioral strategies, also tended to have fewer social 
resources. In Tolsdorf's (1976) research exploring the differences 
between the social networks of psychiatric and medical patients, the 
differential use of "network mobilization" was found to be a major 
discriminating factor between the two groups. This is a type of 
coping mechanism used by the medical patients, and yet by none of the 
psychiatr ic patients, whereby the person sought out network members 
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for support, advice, and feedback if individual coping mechanisms 
proved ineffective in overcoming the stressful si tuation surrounding 
hospitalization. Thus, a relatively inactive support network was 
mobilized by certain individuals to assist in the coping process. 
Measurement of social support 
While many of the problems in the conceptualization of social 
support have major implications for the operationalization and 
measurement of the construct (Thoits, 1982), some issues particular 
to measurement deserve further mention. \Ihile there is an abundance 
of instruments purporting to measure some aspect of social support, 
very few investigators have actually spent time developing the 
validity or reliabiity of their tools (for exceptions, see Brandt & 
Weinert, 1981; Henderson, D..mcan-Jones, Byrne, & Scott, 1980; Hirsch, 
1980; Lin, Dean, & Ensel, 1981; McFarlane et al., 1981; Norbeck, 
Lindsey, & Carrieri, 1981). The importance of this type of research 
is evident. As part of this process, a few investigators have 
attempted to demonstrate that their instruments were free of certain 
aspects of response bias (t-bFarlane et al., 1981; Norbeck et al., 
1981). In particular, the concern was that the subjects· responses 
may reflect what they fel t to be socially desirable rather than What 
was actually the case. Thi s is an important issue for other 
researchers involved in instrument develoIXDent to address. 
The actual format of different indicators of social support vary, 
including the use of detailed interviews (Henderson et al., 1980), 
questionnaires (Brandt & Weinert, 1981; Norbeck et al., 1981), self-
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report logs (Hirsch, 1980), and single-item measures (Lowenthal & 
Haven, 1968). The adequacy of single-item measures to accurately 
renect even a part of the domain of such a complex construct is 
que stionable (t-bos, 1974) and, ind eed, some st ud ies whic h have 
utilized this as a measure of social support have not produced 
expected results (Dimond, 1979). The interview method was chosen 
over the use of a questionnaire by one group of investigators 
(Henderson et al., 1980) because it was thought that subjects would 
tend to give more thoughtful responses if approached in this way. 
While this might be the case, the choice of this technique must be 
weighed against the problems of additional time spent in data 
collection as well as the added difficulties in inference. To this 
writer's knowledge, there have been no attempts to empirically 
explore the efficacy of one method of measurement over another in 
this area, nor to id entify how to compl ement different techn ique s in 
an effort to better sample the domain of interest. 
Another issue related to the operationalization of social support 
has to do with whether the actual use of some dimension of support is 
measured, or whether its potential use is measured. Di fferences in 
this aspect of measurement have to do with ambiguity on a conceptual 
level. It is unclear whether the actual mobilizaton of support is 
What exerts a protective inn uence in the stress process, or whether 
the sense that an individual could call on network members if 
necessary is what is important. Measures of actual support 
(Lowenthal & Haven, 1968; Sandler & Lakey, 1982) as well as potential 
support (Andrews et al., 1978; vlilcox, 1981) have each yielded 
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expected results under certain circunstances. 
Adolescent Development ~ the Stress Process 
A personal characteristic that is a major mediator in any stress 
st u:i y concer ning ad 01 esc en ts is ps yc ho soc ial d ev el opn en t. The ke y 
issue that will be addressed here is how different developmental 
factors may affect adolescents' resIX'nses to IX'tentially stressful 
experiences. Lhfortunately, very little theoretical or empirical 
work exists Which deals directly wi th this issue. fbwever, there is 
some evidence that the stress process in an adolescent may be 
mediated by his degree of development relating to: egocentric 
toought, problem-solving abilitier;, and defensive processes. 
Elkind's 1967 descriptio)" 0 f egoc en tr ism wa s pr itnar il y 
resIX'nsiole for generating the current interest in this construct 
among researchers concerned with adolescents (Adams & Jones, 1982; 
Chandler, 1973; Looft, 1971; Muuss, 1982) • Vii thin a Piagetian 
frame'toOrk, egocentrism broadly refers to a lack of differentiation in 
some area of subject-Object interaction. 1llring adolescence, there 
is an increasing ability to conceptualize the thoughts of others, but 
a concOOlitant cognitive limitation arises from this new achievement. 
As Elkind explains the adolescent's emerging egocentrism renders 
him unable to differentiate between the objects of others' thoughts, 
and his own objects of concern. Thus, the adolescent assumes that 
others are as preoccupied with his behavior and appearance as he t 
himself t is and consequently spends a great deal of energy 
anticipating the reactions of an "imaginary audience. tt The presence 
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of this heightened sensa of self-consciousness during adolescence 
has, indeed, received empirical support in the literature (Adams & 
Jones, 1981; Elkind & Ebwen, 1979; Enright, Lapsley, & Shukla, 1979). 
This construct may have an effect upon an adolescent's response 
to certain types of potential stressors by affecting his appraisal of 
the situation. In fact, egocentrism may exert an influence upon the 
adolescent's ability to deal with psycoosocial transi tions in 
par tic ul ar • As described previously, a transition state is 
characterized by major changes on both personal and relational levels 
w'aich require the individual to deal with problems for Which he is 
basically unprepared (Weiss, 1976). To the extent that egocentric 
thought is operating, an adolescent may experience a heightened sense 
of sel f-consc iousn ess when attempting to carry out some 0 f the 
unfamiliar responsibilities brought about by these changes. This 
exaggerated concern that the Lnaginary au:iience is scrutinizing and 
evaluating his developing abilities and behaviors may adversely 
affect the adolescent's responses to the si tuation by intenSifying 
his subjective sense of distress and discomfort. Since this 
construct has not been assessed in studies Which have explored 
adolescents' reactions to various stressors, there are no data Which 
can shed light on the validity of this hypothesis. 
The second facet of an adolescent's psychosocial developnent 
Which caay play a Jled iating role in the stress process 1 s the 
individual t s problem-solving abilities (Rutter, 19B1). To the extent 
that these skills are developed, problem-focused coping should be 
enhanced. Throughout adolescence, major changes occur which 
contribute to the adolescent's adeptness in this area. For example, 
data from a variety of sources indicate that the adolescent becomes 
increasingly sophisticated in being able to use abstractions, [naking 
interpersonal inferences, f)lanning ahead, and taking the role or 
perspective of others 
Ne imar k, 1975; Shan tz, 
(Hill &: 
1975 ) • 
Palmqui st, 
Spivack and 
1979; Keating, 1980; 
colleagues have also 
suggested that in the interpersonal domain , the following cognitive 
problem-solving skills may playa major role during adolescence: 
conceptualizing the means of moving toward solutions or goals; 
generating options or alternatives; and spontaneously conceptualizing 
the consequences to oneself and others prior to taking actions 
(Spivack, Platt, & Shure, 1976). While these investigators present 
some indirect evidence for the major developuent of these skills 
during adolescence, very little empirical w:>rk currently exists which 
directly tests the accuracy of these hypotheses. Nevertheless, it is 
evident that as the individual moves from middle childhood through 
the adolescent years, he begins to add a variety of abilities to his 
repertoire which enable him to generate a broader array of more 
effective strategies that he can use in coping wi th his everyday 
proolens. 
The third area which is thought to undergo developmental changes 
throughout adolescence and early adulthood relates to the 
ind iv id ual ' s d efen si v e proc esse s • Since the use of defense 
cnechanisms plays such a Significant role in the regulation of anxiety 
and other distressing affective states, changes in the kinds of 
defenses which are available to the adolescent are likely to have an 
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impact upon the emotion-focused coping strategies he uses in 
stressful situations. t-bre than three decades ago, Anna Freoo (1946) 
described the emergence of the use of intellectualization during 
adolescence. Because of the expanding cognitive capacities during 
this stage of life, the adolescent begins to have the capabilities 
necessary to employ this particular defense. J:bwever, al though some 
investigators still maintain that intellectualization is a common 
defense mechanism seen in the adolescents of today (Hofmann, 1975), 
others have found that its purportad prevalence among Allerican youth 
has been overrated (Blos, 1962; Offer, 1969). 
E.'1lpir ic al wo rk Whic h ha s contr asted the type s 0 f d efen se s most 
commonly used L.t various stages in develoJ;X1lent indicate that some 
differences do, indeed, exist. For example, Haan (1977) found that 
preadolescents had less tolerance for ambiguity, were less likely to 
transform or restrain feelings, and more often used rationalization 
and regreSSion when compared to an early adult group. In a 30 year 
long i too in al st ud y, Va ill an t fo und tha t a s ad 01 esc en ts, sub j ec ts wer e 
twice as likely to use "immature" defenses (i.e., acting out, 
fantasy, passive/aggressiveness, hypochondriasis, and projection) as 
"mature" ones (i.e., suppreSSion, altruism, sublimation, and 
anticipation) (Nawnan, 1979). Ibwever, as young adults, subjects 
were twice as likely to use mature defenses, and in mid-life, 
subjects were four times as likely to use mature defenses. It seems 
that While developnental changes may, indeed, affect the defensive 
processes, empirical W)rk is still needed to determine changes in the 
capacity to employ different defenses during adolescence, as well as 
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chan6es in the preferred use of different processes during this time. 
Both of chese issues will have implications for the adolescent's 
coping wi th the unpleasant emotions engendered by a stressor event. 
While little has been done to explore the relationship between 
developnental factors and the stress process, neither has ~uuch effort 
been directed toward simply characterizing the coping strategies 
canmonly used by adolescents in response to stressful situations. 
Some exceptions are those few studies which provide descriptions of 
adolescents' coping wi th both normative 1 ife si tuations and specific 
problem situations. 
lbrman (1979) reviewed fOlr recently canpleted longitudinal 
studies concerned with coping and adaptation during adolescence. 
Almost all of the subjects in these studies were males. Two assessed 
coping in terms of disposi tions or traits, describing coping broadly 
in tarms of the degree of social exploration the adolescent 
displayed, or in terms of the adolescent's openness to new sensory 
experiences. The problems with this type of approach to coping have 
been outlined in a pr ev ious sec tion. Va ill an t' s st ud y, men tioned 
earlier, focused on changes in intrapsychic defenses from adolescence 
through middle age. Again, the 1 il1i ta tions 0 f r estr ic ting the 
assessment of coping to the ego processes alone have already been 
described. The fOlrth, an eight year longitudinal study by Bacman, 
O'Malley, and Johnston (1978), examined a broad array of attitudes, 
aspirations, and background characteristics of tenth grade students 
which were later predictive of educational and occupational 
achievement. This study was more concerned with factors contributing 
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to specific areas of adaptation rather than wi th coping processes per 
se. 
In Offer's study of "modal" adolescent males (Offer, 1969), 
assessments of coping revealed that subjects evidenced goal-directed 
behaviors to deal with environtnetltal situations, although detailed 
descriptions of chese behaviors were not provided. Sublimation, 
denial, and repression were often used to deal wi th aggressive and 
sexual impulses. These adolescents also displayed a capacity for 
self-observation, and often used hunor as a vehicle of self-criticism 
or in response to anxiety. 
Some investigations have fOCUSed upon the adolescent's coping 
responses to specific problem situations. Examples inclu::ie coping 
wi th: college decisions (5il ber, Coelho, Murphey, Hamburg, Pearl in, 
.& Rosenberg, 1961); freshman year at college (Coelho, Hamburg, .& 
ttJrphey, 1963); chronic hemodialYSis (De-Nour, 1979); and cerebral 
palsy (Minde, 1918). These descriptions, while valuable to 
researchers interested in the particular problem area, often tended 
to be situation-specific and therefore not very useful in terms of 
generalizing to other problems. 
The fin al ar ea r el ated to ad 01 esc enc e and the str ess proc ess ha s 
to do with t.he iInp:>rtance of social support as 3 major coping 
resource for this age group. Because many skills and abilities are 
still in the process of developing, the adolescent who is faced with 
a potentially stressful situation iuay not yet have the personal 
resources required to effectively deal with the problem or the 
concotnitant anxieties it may engender. Thus, he is apt to be 
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particularly dependent upon those in his social net'Wt)rk to provide 
him with the supports necessary to bolster his coping efforts. The 
literature suggests that various sources of social support are 
particularly i:nlX'rtant to adolescents in new learning environments 
such as junior high scoool or college, and in making IX'sthigh scoool 
pl an s (Co el 00 et al., 1963; Go ttl ieb, 1975; Hamburg, 1974; Sil ber et 
al., 1961). lbwever, we still know very little about the sources and 
types of social support adolescents find useful when faced with other 
str essful ev en ts • 
Adolescent Mothering and ~ Stress Process 
The issue of adolescent moth~ring is well-sui ted for study 
within the frame\<IDrk of the stress process because of the relevance 
of the model's major cOlDlX'nents in understanding this IX'tantially 
stressful life event. Even an adult's transition to parenthood can 
he stressful, tri6gering a host of problems wi th which one must cope 
(Bennett, 1981; Donaldson, 1981; Hobbs & Cole, 1976; Larsen, 1966; 
Leifer, 1977; Miller & ~llie, 1980; Rossi, 1968; Russell, 1974; 
weinberg & Richardson, 1981). For 
transition may be more problematic 
the adolescent, however, this 
than for her ad ul t coun ter par t. 
The adolescent who becomes a mother is experiencing an accelerated or 
premature role transition (Russell, 1980) • .According to this 
perspective, additional distress is associated with any variance from 
socially expected norms. Thus, the 
parenthood may be particularly stressful 
teen's early transition to 
because she must cope, not 
only with major life changes accompanying mother mod , but also with 
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the normal developmental tasks of adolescence, i.e., identi ty 
formation, intimacy, emotionally emancipating from her family, etc. 
The additional distress which may be experieaced by the adolescent is 
of particular concern when one considers its possible impact upon 
various aspects of maternal adaptation. Specifically, empirical 
evidence indicates that high levels of emotional stress are 
associated with puerperal depression (PaYJ:tel et al., 1980), less 
satisfaction with parenting and less sensitivity to infant cues 
(Crnic et al., 1981a, 1981 b), and less secure mother-infant 
attac h.'llen ts (Vaughn et al., 1979). Tnus, for this population of 
young mothers, it is particularly important to identify likely 
stressors Which may be encountered, successful ;nethods of coping with 
such problems, and effective resources whi~h can assist in this 
process. 
Few investigators in this field have utilized a theoretical 
frame1.«>rk Which has the stress process as its central focus. In 
fact, many investigations in this area have lacked any explicit 
theoretical basis. Many of the studies relevant to some aspect of 
the stress process are l11ainly descriptive in nature, and only a few 
have considered some of the antecedent and mediating variables 
described in previous sections. 
As mentioned earlier, adolescent motheroood can be considered an 
exa:llple of a psycoosocial transition or, using Cohen's term, a stress 
event sequence (Cohen, 1981). It is a major event which triggers a 
series of other, related events which may be stressful in their own 
rights. In-depth studies describing the perceived stressors faced by 
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new ad 01 esc eo t mother s d Ur" ing the puer pel'" iun ar e 1 acking • Be tter 
docunented are the 10ng-ter3l consequences of adolescent parenting 
Which are problemmatic. such as truncated educational achievement 
(Card &: Wise, 1978; Moore &: Waite. 19]7), financial difficulties 
(Card &: Wise, 1978), and high divorce rates (M::!Carthy &: Menken, 
1979). A summary of studies which included at least a partial 
assessment of the early stressors encountered by these mothers 
reveals the following areas of concern: childcare and childcare 
arrangements; their relationships wi th the father of the baby (fob), 
parents, and peers; employment and finances; scoool; living 
arrangements; nealth; body Lnage; insecurity about their new role; 
and restricted time for sc-lf and activities (Cannon-Bonventre &: Kahn, 
19'79; Colletta &: Gregg, 1981; Mercer, 1980; Zuckerman, Wins.'llore, &: 
Alpert, 1979). tbwaver, this description is still tentative because 
of various limitations in the designs of thesg studies: some used a 
priori stressor categories; others did not :nake a comprehensive 
assessment of stressors since this variable was not their central 
focus; and some did not interview their subjects until several months 
to years after delivery. Furthermore, differences that may exist in 
this donain due to variations in environmental 01'" personal factors, 
such as different aspects of psycoosocial developnent, have also been 
overlooked. Thus, in-depth explorations of the nature of the 
perceived stressors encountered by adolescent mothers during the 
puerper ium ar e still need ed. 
There is also very little information about how adolescent 
mothers actually cope with the various stressors precipitated by 
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their transition to parenthood. An exception to this is the IIoI:)rk 
done by Colletta and her colleagues (Colletta & Gregg, 1981; 
Colletta, Hadler, & 3regg, 1981). They sampled black adolescent 
{nothers whose children ranged in age from tw:> months to t~ y·ears. 
Coping responses were measured by asking subjects what they did when 
they encountered trouble in each of 11 potential stress areas. Thus 
a dispositional or trait lleasure of coping was used. Responses were 
grouped into the four categories described by Pearlin and Sctooler 
(1978): those that modifiej the situation, those that modified the 
meaning of the situation, responses that avoided the Situation, and 
those that luanaged the resulting stress. Results indicated that most 
adolescents took direct actions on concrete problans, used avoidance 
in response to interpersonal problems, and redefined their 
educational problems. The use of a direct action coping style was 
associated with lower stress, although multiple regression analysis 
revealed that coping style accounted for only 4~ of the variance. An 
active coping style was also related to the presence of an active 
social support system. The investigators estimated that in '7010 of 
the direct actions used, adolescents went to others, 
families, for assistance. Others have also fOU'ld 
especially 
that the 
roobilization of various sources and types of social support is a 
major coping strategy used by adolescent mothers (Furstenberg & 
Cr awford, 1978; Pr esser, 1980). 
Simil ar to wna t wa s po in ted out wi th r espec t to the r ese arc h 0 n 
perceived stressors, a weakness of the work regarding coping has been 
the neglect of factors which may contribute to the differential use 
of c er tain 
ind ic ator s. 
coping str ateg ie s, 
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s uc has var io us d ev el opn en tal 
The rol e tha t soc ial support plays in the adolescent's 
transition to motherl'x>od had traditionally been overlooked (Forbush, 
1979; Ooms & Machiocha, 1979). Ibwever, research from the past 
decade has led to several descriptions of the type and sources of 
social support adolescent mothers are most likely to receive (Cannon-
Bonventre & Kahn, 1979; Epstein, 1980; Furstenberg, 1979; Furstenberg 
& Crawford, 1978; Mercer, 1980; Pl\.ll1e, 1974; Presser, 1980; Stack, 
1975; Zuckerman et al., 1979). The most imJX)rtant source of advice 
and po-oblem-solving, especially as it relates to childcare, seems to 
be the adolesce;lt's famil y, especially her lnother. Tangible support, 
such as financial assistance and childcare, is likely to be provided 
by both her famil y and the fob, al though most 0 f the assi stance wi th 
childcare is apt to COOle from famil y lnenbers. 
The richest doounentation of childcare assistance the teen 
receives COOles from an ethnography of imJX)verished black families in 
a mid we stern city during the late 1960s to earl y 1970s (Stac k, 1975). 
In describing the many dcmestic strategies this group has developed 
in resJX)nse to poverty, Stack notes that in these households, shared 
childcare was commonplace. While an unmarried adolescent was 
considered eligible to bear children, she often did not raise and 
nurture her first child. Rather, the closest adult female was often 
expected to asstme partial resJX)nsibility for childcare and share the 
rights and obligations associated wi th parenthood. Shared childcare 
and childkeeping with other kin was considered a means of creating 
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reciprocal obligations and alliances which could be drawn upon in 
case of future need. 
Shared parental responsibility was also developed in response to 
the fluidity of houseJ:x>ld cOO1position. Thus, any adult residing in a 
particular J:x>useJ:x>ld might assume parental responsibilities for the 
child reo r esid ing wi th them. '!hi s wa s al so fo und in a st ud y 0 f the 
houseJ:x>ld structure of impoverished black families in Rochester, New 
York (Pl ume, 19714), the si te 0 f the pr esen t st ud y. O1.ild raising wa s 
viewed as one of many household tasks, all of which were assigned by 
the head of that household • while all J:x>usehold members participated 
in childcare, the head assumed ultimate responsiblity and control 
over all childraising activities, whether or mt she was a particular 
child's b iol og ic al mother. 
The prov ision of emotional support and the affirmation of the 
adolescent's sense of par,sonal 'WOrth are t'WO additional types of 
social support that have also been identified in the literature as 
sal ien t to thi s po pul ation (Epste in , 1980; Merc er, 1980) • In an 
exploratory study of 12 adolescents during their first year of 
motherJ:x>od, Mercer (1980) discovered that the grandmother's 
recognition of her daughter's capabilities as a mother were 
especially important to the teen. It conlmunicated confidence, helped 
to diminish the adolescent's own self-doubts, and seemed to be 
related to her being better able to nurture her infant. 
Beyond these descriptions, the social supports of new mothers 
have been examined in relation to various indicators of maternal 
adaptation on both psycJ:x>logical and sociological levels. In one of 
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the faw studies dealing specifically with adolescents, o,lletta 
(1981) found that a sunmary measure of social support (inclu::1ing task 
assistance, material aid, emotional support, information/guidance, 
and community services support) was related to high levels of 
maternal affection, and low levels of maternal indifference, 
aggression and rej ec tion. 
r el ated type 0 f soc ial 
Emotional support was the most strongly 
support associated wi th less maternal 
aggression and rejection, and these relationships were strongest when 
the adolescent's family was the source pf this support. In a group 
of mothers aged 16 to 38, social support modified the effects of life 
stress upon a measure of general life satisfaction, and was 
positively related to maternal satisfaction with parenting at one 
month postpartum (Crnic et al., 1981b). At four months po st par tun , 
social support was positively related to different aspects of 
maternal-infant interaction, inclu::1ing maternal affective responses 
and maternal soc ial-enotional growth foster ing, and was found to 
modify the effect of high life stress on maternal sensitivity to 
infant cues (Crnic et al., 1981a). other studies have demonstrated 
relationships between high levels of social support and: less 
parenting and child problems (Norbeck & She in er , 1982), the provision 
of stimulation to children (Pascoe, Loda, Jaffries, & Earp, 1981), 
greater security of mother-in fant attacl'll1ent (Crockenberg, 1981), and 
less likelihood of both puerperal delX"ession (Payt.reey at al., 1980) 
and child neglect (Polansky et al., 1979). 
The social supports of new mothers have also been examined in 
relation to perceived stress. High levels of social support were 
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related to low levels of emotional stress in one adolescent parent 
sample (Colletta & Gregg, 1981). Interestingly enough, the opposite 
relationShip was found in an adult sample of new mothers (Carveth & 
Go ttl ie b , 197 9) • The authors explained these findings by 
d isting ui Shing between the rol e 0 f soc ial suppo rt in the coping 
process versus its relationship to a particular outcome variable. If 
measured at a specific point in time, a positive relationship between 
stress and social support cnay reflect the increased use of social 
supports due to mounting stresses. Longitudinal measures may be more 
likely to reflect the expected inverse correlation between earlier 
use of support and later measures 0 f stress. 
Summary 
In light of what was reviewed in relation to the stress process, 
some basic generalities can be made about the empirical information 
currently available on adolescent mothers. Much of the research thus 
far is descriptive in nature, and usually focuses on only one of the 
major stress process constructs. The most prevalent descriptions 
have been of either stressors or social supports, 
information on these during the puerperiun is 
although the 
still scanty. 
Information on the coping strategies used by this population is e.ven 
further limited. Many of the investigators in this field have been 
conducting their research without an obvious theoretical framev«>rk, 
let alone one that emphasizes 
1 ittl e is tmown about the 
the str ess proc ess • 
in terr el atio nshi ps 
Therefore, very 
of 




inforLnation is almost nonexistent. That is, variables such as the 
adolescent's psychosocial developnent that may differentially affect 
the inajor components of the stress process are rarely taken into 
account in research designs. 
Given the current state of the empirical literature in this 
area, it is apparent that further basic descriptive \«)rk is needed 
prior to testitlg the hypothesized relationships outlined in the 
conceptual [nodel described earlier. Since this type of information 
could form the basis of subsequent nursing interventions aimed at 
enhancing the adolescent's adaptation to ,notheroood, the current 
study was undertaken. 
Refaarch Questions 
The overall purpose of this research was to conduct an in-depth 
assessment of the perceived stressors, coping strategies, and 
perceived social supports of a group of adolescent mothers during the 
puerperiun. In light of the paucity of information about the impact 
that var ious develoIJUental factors may have upon thesa constructs, 
one aspect of adolescent developnent, egocentric thought, was also 
ex a:nin ed • 
The specific research questions which were addressed are: 
1. what are the adolescent mother's perceived stressors during 
the first month after discharge from the hospital? 
2. what are the coping strategies used by the adolescent mother 
in response to these stressors? 
3. what are the adolescent Inother's perceptions of her social 
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supports during the first month after discharge from the hospital? 
4. V'lhat is the relationship between perceived social support 
and perceived stress? 
5. what is the relationship between perceived stress and the 
adolescent's degree 0 f egocentr ism? 
Assumptions 
The type of J1ethodology cmsen for use in a particular study 
inevitably contains implicit assumptions regarding the phenomena of 
interest. In this research, it was assumed that an understanding of 
the adolescent's early mothermod experience can best be achieved by 
exploring the subject's own perspective of the event. ~'hus, the 
emphasis was placed upon ascertaining the adolescent's f.ubjective 
perceptions of kay variables (i.e., stressors and social supports) 
rather than attempting to measure these variables in a more 
"objective" sanse. Second, it was assumed that the meaning of a 
SUbject's behavior can best be understood within its particular 
context. Thus, subjects' coping in response to actual circumstances 
were explored, rather than assumed responses to hypothetical or 
t yp i cal si t ua ti 0 n s • Po th 0 f these assumptio ns have the ir 
epistemological basis in phenomenology which emphasizes the 
Lu po r tanc e 0 f t he per spec ti v e 0 f the ac to rand und er stand ing the 
meaning of behavior within its context. 
Additional assumptions also influenced the developnent of this 
research. These concern the belief that the three key variables in 
thi s st ud y (i.e., perc eiv ed str ess, coping, and perc eiv ed soc ial 
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support) can ultLuately be influenced by nursing interventions, that 
it is within the realm of nursing to perfonn such interventions, aod 




Subjects were recruited from three oospitals in Rochester, New 
York, a ccxnmunity of about 700,000 in the northwestern part of the 
state. Approximately t\eO-thirds of the subjects ware recruited from 
Strong Memorial lbspital, part of the University of Rochester Medical 
Cen ter • Iltr ing 1 980, a to tal of 150 pr im iparo us 15, 16, and 1 7 ye ar 
olds delivered at this hospital. Approximately 57% of these were 
black, 31% white, and 12~ Spanish. (})ly 11% of these adolescents 
were private patients. The majority (57~) were enrolled in the 
hospital's special adolescent maternity project (the Rochester 
Adolescent Maternity Project) which services predominantly lower or 
lower middle class clients. M:>st of the remaining patients received 
prenatal care at a community heal th center, servicing an impoverished 
area of the inner city. The remaining one-third of the subjects were 
recruited from t\tO smaller university-affiliated oospitals in the 
community, Highland ibspital and the Adolescent Maternity Progran at 
Genesee lbspital. Many of the patients not receiving prenatal care 
at the adolescent program attended either a community heal th center 
or a hospital-affiliated family medicine clinic. The average length 
of stay for postpartllD admissions in all three settings was 48 to 72 
ho ur s after d el i v er y. 
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Sample 
SUbjects were recruited for the study from mid-November, 1981 
t.hrough mid-March , 1982. Any adolescent who met the following 
selection criteria during the four months the recruitment phase was 
in progress was asked to participate in the study: planning to keep 
the baby; 18 years of age or less; priniparous; gestational age at 
delivery between 37 and q2 weeks; infant weight greater than or equal 
to 2500 grans; infant Apgar score at five minutes greater than or 
equal to seven; and no major congenital or heal th problems of the 
infant. The latter criteria were incluied to ensure a sample of 
reI ati vel y he al thy mother s and in fan ts. 
A total of q3 consecutive patients ,'ere given infonnation about 
the study and asked to participate. Five refused. Of the 38 
ad 01 esc en ts who ag reed to par tic ipa te, fo ur d ro pped out during the 
c our sa 0 f the st ud y, 1 eav ing a to tal of 3q com pI eted pro tocol s upo n 
Which the data are based. 
Procedure 
Approvals from the Review Committees for Research wi th Human 
Subjects were obtained from both the University of Utah and the 
University of Rochester. In addition, written approvals were 
obtained from Strong Memorial rbspi tal's Perinatal Center Review 
Committee and the Heal th Services Committee of the Poard of Anthony 
L. Jordan Heal th Center, both of Which are concerned wi th protecting 
the rights of patients who deliver at Strong Memorial rbspi tal. 
Pr ior to contac ting po ten tial subj ec ts a t an y 0 f the thr ee 
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participating settings, physicians who admitted patients to the 
involved postpartun tI1its were sent a letter, explaining the purpose 
and procedure of the study, along with a post card which they were to 
return indicating whether or not it was acceptable for their patients 
to participate in the study. cnly one out of 32 physicians refused 
to have his patients participate. 
A written consent was obtained from the subject at the time the 
study was explained if the adolescent agreed to participate. The 
investigator collected all data. Each adolescent was visited tw) to 
three times while in the oospital in order to develop a beginning 
sense of rapport, and decrease any anxiety or discomfort about 
participating in a research project. lllring these times, open-ended 
interviews were conducted which lasted anywhere from 20 to 60 
minutes, depending upon the interest and cOOlfort of the patient. The 
focus of these hospital visits usually centered upon the adolescent's 
labor and delivery, her initial impressions and experiences with the 
baby, her expectations about what being a new mother W)uld be like, 
and general information about her pregnancy. Field notes were 
recorded after each hospital contact. tbspital charts were reviewed 
to obtain reI evant backgroood in formation. 
en e wee k after 00 spi tal disc harg e , sub j ec ts wer e pho ned to se t 
up an appointment for the first home visit, and to talk about the 
previous week. If the adolescent did not have a phone, a note was 
sent with a reminder about the appointment time arranged in-oospi tal. 
The first home visit took place approximately tw) weeks after 
hospital discharge (mean = 14.5 days). This interview was tape-
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recorded and followed an open-ended format, lasting anywhere from 30 
to 90 minutes, depending upon how verbal the adolescent was. The 
discussion usually centered upon the experiences, thoughts, and 
feel ing s t he ad 01 esc en thad 0'1 er the pa st t w:> wee ks • In fo rm atio n wa s 
usually obtained during this time about her perceived stressors, the 
coping str ateg ie s she used in r esp:> nse to the sa d en and s, and her 
perceptions of th~ types of social supports offered. The interview 
focused on the adolescent's particular areas of concern or in tar est , 
and therefore a comprehensive assessment of the three major variables 
of this stu:iy was not pursued at this time. 
(he week after the first home visit, subjects were again phoned 
to set up an appointment for the final interview. Reminder letter s 
were again sent to adolescents without a phone. T(lis second home 
visit took place approximately four weeks after hospital discharge 
(mean = 29.5 days). This interview was tape-recorded and began, as 
did the first home visit, by reviewing the adolescent's experiences, 
thoughts, and feelings encowtared over the past tw:> waeks. Any 
issues raised during the first visit that were of an on-going nature 
were pursued. Following this, a comprehensive assessment was 
undertaken of the three major variables of interest. Any areas of 
concern that had not been discussed during the two home visits, but 
had been identified as potential stressors in the literature or from 
the investigator's past experience with this }X)pulation, were brought 
up by t.he investigator at this time. (See App~ndix B for }X)tential 
stressors reviewed during this interview.) If sha acknowledged that 
any of these was a problem for her, then the adolescent was asked 
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what she did or trought in order to cope both with the situation and 
with her feelings of distress about the problem. After this, the 
Perceived Social Support Interview was conduc ted, followed by the 
administration of t\t«) questionnaires: the Postpartum Stress 
Questionnaire and the Imaginary Audience Scale. This same 
sequencing was followed for all subjects. 
Instruments 
Perceived Social Support Interview 
This semi-structured interview is adapted from Hirsch's (1980) 
Support System Scale. (See Appendix.) It uses a list of those 
individuals who have be,m major sources of support to the subject as 
a base for discussion. For each source listed, the adolescent was 
asked row the individual had been helpful over the past four weeks. 
For each type of helpful interaction mentioned, the adolescent was 
asked to rate its imIX'rtance and adequacy. After the adolescent 
exhausted all exanples of support on her own, the investigator 
assessed the following areas of social support if they had oot been 
men tioned : (a) social reinforcement, d efin ed as an y pr aise or 
commll1ication of approval or confidence regarding the subject's 
actions or behaviors, (b) emotional support defined as the 
communication of concern or reassurance during times of distress; 
also, any interaction which gives one a feeling of security, being 
cared about, comforted, understood or accepted, (c) tangible support, 
defined as the provision of any material or concrete assistance, (d) 
cognitive support, defined as the comm1..llication of advice, guidance, 
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or in fonnation, (e) socializing defined as any visi ting or 
recreational activity that was helpful to the adolescent .. 
The imtx'rtance and perceived adequacy of each type of support 
received from each ao~ce was rated, using the following scale: 
+1: (a) support given is only slightly imtx'rtant, regardless of 
its adequacy, 2..!: (b) support given is moderately imtx'rtant, 
but is not aiequate (i .. e .. , the individual prefers more or 
less support) .. 
+2: (a) support given is very lmtx'rtant, but is not adequate, 
or (b) support g tv en is moderately imtx'rtan t, and is 
adequate. 
+3: (a) support given is very lmlX'rtant, and is adequate. 
Since it was IX'ssible for several SOUl"'ces to provide the same 
type of social support, a sunmary score for each type of social 
support was obtained by sunming the scores for that type of support 
across sources. When each of these sunmary scores were combined, a 
total social support score was obtained.. The higher the score, the 
greater the perceived social support. 
Postpartun Stress Questionnaire 
This is a modified fonn of the Pregnancy Stress and Support 
Interview developed by Olds (1979). (See Appendix.) The original 
purlX'se of the instrunent was to evaluata services provided by the 
Prenatal/Early Infancy Project in Elmira, New York. fobst of the 
project's clients are Single, young, and poor, and thus are similar 
to the subj ec ts who were recrui ted in thi s stud y. 
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In developing this tool, a priori categories of stress were 
identified. These areas were chosen on the basis of their relevance 
to living with limited financial, personal, and social resources, 
and/or being pregnant for the first time. The postpartun form of the 
questionnaire includes the following categories: employment, 
education, living arrangements, housing location, finances, 
babysitting, childcare, relationship with boyfriend, and a general 
concern category including items on social restrictions, mood and 
physical appearance. Reliability and validity w:-rk on the instrunent 
is still in progess. Preliminary data are available, but they apply 
only to the prenatal form of the instrunent. 
The questionnaire was used in this study in order to have a 
quantifiable measure of perceived stress Which focused on issues 
related to new motheroood. It can be self-administered. &Jbjects 
are asked to use a four point scale to rate the frequency wi th which 
they w:-rry about specific aspects of each stress category, and then 
to give a sunmary rating on a five point scale regarding the degree 
of w:-rry about each major stress category. The total stress score is 
simply the sun of these ratings, with a higher score indicating a 
greater degree of perceived stress. 
Supplemental items were added to assess potential stressors not 
addressed in the original form of the questionnaire. They included 
six items forming a "relationship with familY" category, one item 
added to the I' child car e" category (ttw:-nd er ing if I'm doing a good job 
of being a mother
"
) ,and one itam added to the .. rel ationship wi th 
boyfriend" category ("What he thinks of me as a mother n ). 
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Imaginary Audience Scale (lAS) 
This instr\JDent, developed by Elkind and Ibwen (19'79), is based 
upon Piagetian theory, and was designed to tap a consequence of 
adolescent egocentric thought (Elkind, 1967). (See Appendix.) The 
scale is comprised of t\ttO subscales, the Transient Self (TS) scale 
and the Abiding Self (AS) scale. The TS attempts to tap self-
consciousness related to momentary appearances and behaviors wtlich 
the individual does not regard as reflective of the true self. It 
consists of six potentially embarrassing situations of this nature. 
The AS attempts to tap self-consciousness regarding long-lived 
characteristics which the individual regards as permanent aspects of 
the s!lf. It consists of six potentially self-revealing situations. 
For each of these scales, the subject ctooses from three possible 
reactions reflecting: (a) an unwillingness to participate (scored 2), 
( b) an ind iffer enc e to par tic ipa tion ( scored 1 ) , and ( c) a 
willingness to participate (scored 0). The higher the score, the 
less willing the Subject is to expose herself to an aooience. 
Reliability and validity infonnation are based upon a sample of 
697 nine, 11, 13, and 17 year olds from a large, middle class, 
suburban sctool district (Elkind & Ib\en, 1979). Test-retest 
reliability coefficients over a folor month period for a randomly 
selected subgroup from the sample were as follows: .66 for the TS 
scale; .62 for the AS scale; .65 for the total IAS. Alpha 
coefficients to assess internal consistency were: .52 for the TS 
sc al e; .54 for the AS sc al e; and .63 for the to tal IAS. 
Construct validity was supported by the following correlations 
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predicted by the investigators: a statistically significant negative 
correl ation 0 f .32 between the AS and the Pier s-Harr is Olild ren' s 
Self-Concept Scale; a statistically significant negative correlation 
of .34 between the AS and the Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory; no 
relationship between either IAS subscale and the tbwicki-Stricldand 
Locus of Control Scale for Olildren; a moderate but significant 
positive correlation of .35 between the two lAS subscales. 
More recently, a revalidation study of the IAS was 1.Ildertaken 
using junior and senior high scoool students from a rur al area (.Ad aDS 
& Jones, 1981). The overall resul ts of the study indicated "mixed 
evidence toward consistent reliability and constroot validation" (p. 
1). While the alpha coefficients fc r internal consistency were very 
similar to those reported by Elkind and fowen, individual item 
corr el atio n s wi th t. he AS and TS sub sc al es fa il ed to disc rim in ate 
between the two. Thus the authors question wnether data analysis 
should be performed on the individual subscales. 
Their results did, however, support the original study's 
discriminant validation data, indicating that the IAS was a different 




Table contains a description of the demographic 
characteristics of the 34 subjects who completed their participation 
in the study. In general, most were 17 or 18 (73~), black (65~), 
single (74~), living at home With family (71~), and from the lowest 
three social status levels (73~) as determined by lbllingshead's Four 
Factor Index of Social Status (Hollingshead, 1975). M::>st were 
unemployed (88~), c1.l"'rently in scoool or graduated (73~), a1d 
involved in either a scoool- or hospital-based program for pregnant 
teenagers (68~). t-bst were still involved With t.he fob (77~), and 
onl y very few had no contac t Wi th him at all (9 ~) • Almost all 
claimed to have had previous experience in caring for infants (88~). 
Demographic characteristics of those who refused participation, 
and those who dropped out. of the study are as follows. Of the five 
subjects who refused, all were 17 and 18 years of age. F01.l"' were 
marl'" ied • Q'l e wa s bl ac k and the I'" em ain ing fo 1.1"' weI'" e whi te • whil e tw::> 
refused to participate because they were "not interested ,ft reasons 
for the three others' refusals were likely to have been due to 
problems t.hey were experiencing. Two becalle tearful during the 
explanation of t.he stu:iy, although neither could talk about. what was 
on the ir mind s • The I'" em ain ing ad 01 esc en t had no t had her fir st 




(N = 34) 
Age Q:) ntac t wi fob 
15 15 marr ied 27 
1 6 12 dating 50 
17 41 not dating, but sees 14 
18 32 no contact 9 
Race Ex per ience wi infants 
black 65 yes 88 
whi te 35 no 12 
Mar i tal sta t us Infant sex 
Single 74 male 62 
married 26 femal e 38 
Li v ing arr ang em en ts Type del ivery 
wi family 71 vaginal 85 
wi fob alone or 29 forceps 6 
~/his family CIS 9 
SES Feeding method 
1 32 breast 15 
2 26 bottl e 73 
3 15 started wi breast ; 12 
4 24 bottle by 2nd interview 
5 3 
Job status In special prenatal or 
not working 88 school progran 
working FT 3 yes 68 
working ?r 9 no 32 
Ed uc ational sta tus Gr ad e c om pi eted 
teen maternity program 32 7 3 
regular high school 21 8 1 8 
graduated 20 9 9 




family about the pregnancy one day before her delivery. 
Of the four subjects Who dropped out, all were 17 or 18 years 
old, bl ac k, and sing le. All but 0 ne war estill dating the fob. Two 
had no home visits: one .noved unexpectedly into the fob's household 
and never returned tllY calls; the other fel t she was too busy to 
participate. Two had one holne visit: both of these adolescents were 
not at home for the tw:> subsequent appointments I made with each of 
them. The transcripts of the first hoille visits were reviewed for 
possible reasons for this behavior. CXle subject was very quiet and 
difficult to interview. Sle became tearful when I broached the 
subject of the fob (whom she was not dating) and could not talk about 
it. She also appe:ared disinterested or detached froln the baby during 
the time I was there. Since she was obviously disinclined to talk 
about any uncomfortable issues or feelings she was experiencing , it 
may have been easier for her to avoid the second interview. There 
was no obvious reason for the other subject's lack of follow through 
wi th the 1 ast v isi t • 
Analyses 
All tape-recorded interviews were transcribed in order to 
facilitate content analysiS of the data. These transcripts were then 
reviewed, and a list was compiled of all the stressors mentioned by 
the adolescents. A response was coded as a stressor if any of the 
following were present: if anything the subject said indicated a 
negative atti tude toward the issue; if the teen COL'Dpl ained of being 
scared, worried, concerned, or upset; if the adolescent indicated she 
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was uncertain of herself in a situation; or if she indicated that 
something had been hard, bad, or a problem for her. General 
categories were then developed by combining similar items. The 
formation of categories was guided by the general recommendations set 
forth by Fox (1976): i.e., that they be oomogeneous, inclusive, 
useful, and mutually exclusive. After the category developnent, 
transcripts were again reviewed and the interviews were coded for the 
pr esenc e 0 f an y 0 f the id en ti fied perc eiv ed str essor s • 
Interratar agreement for perceived stressors was ascertained as 
follows. An independent coder was given the list of 13 perceived 
stressors along with their definitions and subcategories. After 
jointly coding t~ interviews with the investiJator for training 
PurlXlses, three randomly selected interviews were independently coded 
for stressors. There was agreement on seven out of ten stressors 
identified by the investigator. 
Tne process involved in the coding of coping was as follows. 
For each perceived stressor category, behaviors or thoughts directed 
toward dealing with the proble.n, and toward managing negative 
emotions which were aroused because of the proolem were identified 
and grouped according to these coping functions. Interrater 
agreement for coping was based upon an independent coding of three 
randomly selected interviews. The coder was given definitions of 
problem- and emotion-focused coping. He was then given the list of 
perceived stressors which had been identified for a particular 
interview, and asked to identify the behaviors and thoughts dealing 
with the problem and the accOOlpanying negative emotions. These were 
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then grouped accordins. to their focus. Agreement was based upon the 
identification of similar responses, and then the placement of these 
responses into the same coping category as originally done by the 
investigator. There was agreement on 41 out of 48 coping responses 
identified by the investigator. Of these 41 resp:)nses, 36 were 
categorized similarly. 
Finally, transcripts were reviewed in order to compile a list of 
all the interactions which the Subject identified as being helpful or 
supportive. Something was coded as providing social support if it 
communicated p:)sitive affect, affirmed or endorsed the subject's 
behaviors, or provided material or symbolic aid (Kahn, 1976). These 
ind i v id ual ex an pl es wer e then g ro uped in to the fi vet ype s 0 f soc ial 
supports outlined in the Perceived Social &1pport Interview (i.e., 
social reinforcement, emotional support, tangible support, cognitive 
support, and socializing) • In order to determine in terrater 
agreement for the social support categories, the independent coder 
was given the list of the five social support categories along with 
their definitions. Three randomly-selected interviews were coded for 
the presence and sources of each of these social supports. There was 
agreement on 26 out of 27 of these items identified by the 
investigator. 
Findings 
Perceived stressors and coping 
Thirteen categories of perceived stressors were identified in 
this group of new adolescent mothers. Arranged according to the most 
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frequently voiced stressors, they inclu:led concerns about: the baby; 
the fOb; the extra responsibilities or limitations of motherhood; 
family; body L.nage; money; relationships ; health; living 
arrange:nents; scbool; the fob's family; managing the household; and 
babysi tting • 
1. Concerns and coping strategies related to the baby. Thirty-
three Subjects (97.1%) expressed some concern about their 
relationship or interactions with the baby, some facet of babycare, 
or the baby' s health. In dealing with these issues, the most 
frequentl y used mode 0 f coping seemed to be turning to 0 ther s for 
help. 
]l:)ing things with the baby the first few times, such as bathing, 
cord or circuncision care, taking a temperature, etc., usually evoked 
some anxiety. A ~opular way the teen handled this was to delay 
certain aspects of babycare until her mother or another family menber 
was avail abl e to assi st her. 
worries about potential or actual illnesses or problens the baby 
might have were also a source of concern. These ranged from worrying 
about the cause of the baby's hiocoughs to fears of crib death. 
Concerns about the baby's feedings were also frequently expressed. 
f'obre often than not the teens complained that the fonnula was not 
"holding" the baby and fel t that the heal th professionals' 
recommendations were resulting in the baby being underfed. The 
baby's COOking or spitting up either during or after feedings was 
also a oommon focus of the adolescent's concern. 
tlhile one-third of these adolescents turned to health 
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professionals for information about how to handle childcare problems, 
approximately two-thirds turned to family members, especially mother. 
For exanple, when the teen was worried that the baby was not getting 
enough to eat from the recommended amount of formula, she asked her 
mother what to do. Invariably she was much more satisfied with her 
mother's recOlnmendations to supplement feedings with cereal, etc., 
than she was with health providers' recommendations to make do with 
formula alone. 
Having to take care of the baby when the teen was feeling tired, 
sick or When she was alone was a proble:n, but the almost universal 
complaint was having to take care of the baby at night. Many had not 
anticipated that this would b:~ as difficult as it was, and this was 
frequently the first thing that was mentioned during the initial home 
visi t when the teen was asked to describe how the past tWJ weeks had 
gone. In dealing with this problem, it was not uncommon for the teen 
to rel yon her mother, grandmother, or even si ster s to shar e thi s 
kind of childcare responsibil ity. 
Not being able to stop the baby's crying was also a frequent 
source of distress for the new mother, and this invariably led to 
insecurities about how she was doing in her role. The teen WJrried 
tha t she d id n' t kno w wha t the b ab y wan ted, d id n' t kno w wha t to do 
with him, and WJndered if she was doing anything wrong. t-bst, 
however, .. ere amazingly versatile in exploring different solutions to 
this kind of problem. For exa.'1lple, after checking the usual reasons 
for fussiness such as wet diapers, hunger, etc., the teen would 
typically try different things to soothe the baby, such as changing 
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his p::>sition, rocking or walking with him, singing or telling him a 
story, etc. 
when feeling stressed by babycare problems, the teen frequently 
consoled hersalf with the thought that her baby w:>uld soon be getting 
older, and that this w:>uld mean sleeping through the night, less 
crying, 1 ess fr equen t feed ing s, e to • This teen's comments were al so 
voiced by most of the other new mothers after they had a hard night 
with the baby: 
But I pulled through it. I said it'll be over with soon -
it'll be over wi th soon. He's gonna get bigger, and then 
you W')n't have to v.orry about that no more. Or stuff like 
that. That's what I think about. (b, I can't wait til he 
gets bigger. 
others reminded themselves that they had really wanted the laby and 
tr ied to thin k about all the po si ti v e thing s about hav ing had the 
baby. This seemed to be an attempt to diminish the ilnp::>rtance of 
some of the difficulties they encollltered. 
Some were fearful of "spoiling" the baby. In fact, this was one 
of the few concerns voiced in the hospi tal. A spoiled baby was one 
who cried all the time to be picked up, and therefore many teens were 
ac utel y aware 0 f the ir behav iors which might contr ibute to thi s 
(i.e., "too much" holding or picking up). 
A few mothers were concerned about not spending as much time 
with the baby as they wanted because of scmol or W')rk commi~llents. 
Other rarely-expressed concerns were ambivalent feelings about having 
had the baby, and a fear of losing one's temper and hurting the baby. 
By the second home v isi t, most 0 f the earl ier anx ietie s the 
teens had expressed about caring for the baby had dissipated. They 
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had gotten more familiar wi th reading the baby's cries and were 
feeling more comfortable in responding to his needs on their own 
without maternal supervision. In their W')rds, "I got used to him." 
2. Concerns and coping strategies related to the fob. Twenty-
six subjects (76. 5~) expressed some concern or W')rry related to their 
relationship or interactions with the fob, or about his relationship 
orin ter ac ti on s wi t h the b ab y • 
Q)mmon concerns centering on the couple's relationship included 
general problems in getting along, not feeling UDder stood , or not 
being able to talk over issues or problems. When this was the case, 
the teen often turned to a sympathetic female to share her feelings 
about the sa probl en s. If thi s confid an te had been through a similar 
experience, that was even more helpful. As one adolescent explained, 
she talked to her divorced mother about her problems with the fob 
Whom she was no longer dating because" she knows how it feel s." 
A few fel t that the fob was too demanding, and not considerate 
of the time the teen need ed to spend car ing for the b ab y. The impac t 
of this type of problem, especially upon the married adolescent, is 
vividly illustrated by this 18 year old's comments: 
Between him [the baby], the dog, the fish, John [husband] -
it's boo. You don't get time for nothing. You go to eat, 
you got him screaning. You're feed ing him - the other 
one's wanting to eat. And the dog's ruoning aroUDd. Just 
1 ast night, I moo e a pi zza for John. So I had it in the 
oven, and the baby's wanting to eat. So I told John to 
hold him. And he's sc ream ing • And Jo hn sa ys - get him the 
pacifier. And then the baby threw up on him and that made 
it all the more W)rse. So he sa ys, you get the baby. I 
says, well I can only do one thing at a time. So I just 
give him hi s food, and I go feed the baby, and I give him 
back the baby after he takes a little. And he's screaming 
again, so jOu gotta rush your way around ••• I was gonna get 
mad and sa y the hell wi th aver ything • But I just ke pt . 
doing Lny thing. 
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In thi s si tua tion, the ad ol esc en t' s husband contr iouted to her 
11l0unting frustration rather than acting as a buffer against it 
bee ause of his inab il ity or un will ingness to interced e in a po si tive 
sense. 
Other in frequentl y-expressed relationshi p concerns incl uded 
insectrity about their relationship (i.e., wondering if he still 
loved her, or if he may star t see ing someo ne el se), and hav ing less 
time together. 
Something that distressed and angered some of the new mothers 
was the fob criticizing, questioning, or telling them oow to care for 
the baby. when thi s occ urr ed, t he teen wa s quic k t.o reassur e her sel f 
that she knew that she was doing what was right for the baby. S:le 
often bolstered this thought by reminding herself of all the babies 
she had cared for in the past. 
A problem that produced similar feelings of distress was when 
the adolescent's husband wanted to go out, leaving her home wi th the 
baby. In contrast to the above coping strategies which focused on 
dealing pril.narily with these feelings of distress, some teens were 
able to deal with relationship issues by directly confronting the 
problem. For example, one 17 year old was qui te upset when her new 
husband told her of his plans to go to a party and leave her home 
alone to care for the baby. S:le talked over thi s issue wi th him wi th 
the result that both went out and shared the responsibility for 
watching the baby at the party. 
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If the couple's relationship had been broken off, or if it was a 
ten 00 us cOOlmitment, the first. week at home usually precipitated 
feelings of regret and sadness that the baby w:>uld either not get to 
know his father at all, or not be raised in the same oouseoold with 
him. It. is interesting to note that this concern was almost never 
brought up by the adolescent when she was asked to describe her 
current feelings about the relationship she had wi th the baby's 
father. Rather, it came out when the teens were asked if they had 
experienced "baby blues" or fOll'ld themselves "crying for no reason" 
since their delivery. It seems that this was not a legitimate 
complaint, and so the adolescent tried to present a facade that the 
lack of a firm committ'nent from the fob was lilimportant. By labeling 
the incident as due to "baby blues," the teen seemed better able to 
admit to and discuss her sadness over this issue. 
While eight of the couples were no longer dating, five of the 
fobs knew about the pregnancy, and wanted to maintain some contact 
wi th t he in fan t • All of the YOll'lg mothers agreed that it was his 
right to do so, but had ambivalent feelings about seeing him again. 
Theyexpressed a kind of 'twait and seen attitude, not wanting to 
invest too much hope in the father's continued involvement with the 
baby. There also was some indication that some of these teens 
harboured fantasies that they might eventually resune a relationship 
with the baby's father if he successfully assuned his paternal 
responsibilites. This 15 year old's statements are illustrative: 
He's allright. He act like he t 11 do whatever he can for 
the baby ••• 1 felt real good [when he said he t d bring 
clothes for the baby]. I don't really want to talk to him, 
but I gotta talk to him. Because I got a baby by him. BJt 
other than that, I don't think I 'm gonna go with him or 
an ything • 'Ca use he was sa ying tha tit wa sn' t hi s. [So 
you're not going to go back wi th him.] No, I think about 
it. Like just now I thought about that. You know, if you 
have a baby by someone, you sure don't want to let it grow 
up with a father that is different. But he's just - it 
just ain't right now. Maybe later, in a year, he'll act 
like a father and wanna be around his son more. And if he 
act that way about him, maybe me and him get back together. 
I would want him to grow up with his father, instead of 
another man ••• Right now, I don't wanna have nothing to do 
wi th him. But I have to. 
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3. Concerns and coping strategies related to the extra 
responsibilities ~ limitations of motherhood. TWenty-one subjects 
(61.8$) expressed worry over the additional responsibilities that 
r esul ted from becoming a mother, or about the r estr ic tions and 
limitations that were imposed because of their situation. 
By the second v isi t, many of these subjects complained of 
feeling bored or isolated, and were upset that their usual freedom of 
movement to get out of the house as easily as prior to the birth was 
curtail ed • lbwever, man y coped by packing up the bab y, suppl ie s, and 
thelnselves and going out shopping or visiting with friends or family. 
This was a remarkable feat, considering all the paraphernalia 
required to travel in Rochester's winter weather. 
A few axpressed concerns about the baby's total dependence upon 
them. This involved the necessity of thinking of the baby first, and 
was a difficult issue for some. Related to this was the complaint of 
a few regarding their inability to be as sJX)ntaneous as they had 
been. "I just can't get up and go anymore like I used to", was 
commonly heard from these teens. When these demands became too much, 
many turned to family or husbands to take care of the baby for some 
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relie f • Mo st wer e sen si ti ve to the new mother's need to have time 
awa y from the baby, and bab ysa t per iod ic all y during tho se fir st fo ur 
weeks home from the hospital. Some only required a few minutes of 
time alone in order to temper their frustrations and allow them to 
feel read y to fac e the baby and hi sneed s. 
Again, some looked forward to when the baby would be older and, 
thus, less dependent upon them. They also used, as one adolescent 
put it, "brainwashing" to handle their feelings, by reminding 
themselves that wi th the advent of good weather, things would change 
and they ¥l>uld be able to again get outdoors whenever they wi shed. 
others looked forward to their return to somol which ¥l>uld enable 
theln to be out 0 f the house and balk wi th fr iend s. 
SAJrprisingly, only a very few complained of having too much to 
do. This could have been because of the newness and excitement of 
the Situation, or the amount of help most received during the first 
faw weeks at home. 
4. Concerns and coping strategies related to the teen's family. 
Twenty subjects (58. 8~) had concerns about their relationship or 
interactions with family menbers, or about the family's interactions 
with the baby. Many of the ways they coped with this situation 
c en tar ed aro und man ag ing the ir feeling s 0 f d istr ess. 
M::>st of the complaints in this category centered around the 
teen's feeling that some family member was either criticizing, 
quest.ioning, or telling her how to care for the baby. Tnis was a 
particularly sensitive issue for those whose mother was the critical 
party. ilhen an adolescent encountered this kind of criticism, or 
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feared her mother was trying to "take over" the care of the baby, she 
often turned to the fob to vent her concerns and anger. It seemed to 
be very important for these teens to have someone outside of tha 
family to confide in about this problan because of their fear that 
other family members would be neither understanding nor tolerant of 
these complaints. 
At other times, when the young mother was faced with a criticism 
or demand from a family member that ran counter to her own wishes 
about what to do with the baby, she tried to ignore the situation. 
In these instances, the adolescent did her best not to respond to the 
family's remarks in order to avoid an argunent, and often did what 
she wan ted to do wi th the baby anyway. One 16 year old coped wi th 
this kind of situation by emotionally detaching herself from the 
baby. She displayed little interest or pleasure in him during the 
two home visits and was not as aware of changes that had gone on in 
her infant over the four weeks as were most of the other young 
mothers. Her reaction to her family, especially her mother, was 
similarly passive, and she relied heavily on intrapsychic processes 
to handle her distress about the situation. She describes her 
in ter sa tions wi th the famil y as follows: 
They just take over - like they had the baby ••• They be 
telling ine what's wrong, what's right, and I just don't 
like that ••• It used to bother me a whole lot. I used to be 
wanting to say something to her [mother], but, you know, 
she taking care of him more than I am. ~ I just don't say 
nothing. She doing her part. She probably doing it cause 
it's her fir st g rand child and she's ha ppy ••• 31e g av e him 
everything he got now. I haven't really given him nothing 
- but attention - that's all. 
The remaining concerns were voiced by onl y a few subj eo ts, and 
inclooed w:>rrying that family was: 
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holding or spoiling the baby too 
much; ignoring or rejecting the baby; or continuing to disapprove 
that the teen had had a baby. A few fel t like they were a burden to 
the family since they had had the child, and expressed concern about 
both the monetary strain on the family's resources, as well as about 
the aid they received in childcare. A very few expressed concern 
about what the family thought of their mothering, and a couple 
complained of just "not getting along" with the family. 
When the ad 01 esc en t fel t d isa ppo in ted or 1 et down by a fam il y 
member, she was apt to invent reasons to make the situation seem more 
reasonable or acceptable. For exanple, one married adolescent who 
1 ived in her own apart.'11ent fel t badly that her mother had not v isi ted 
her yet and did not seem excited about the baby. She was one month 
postpartlll1 and had only been able to visi t her parents twice because 
transporation was a problem for her and the family was unwilling to 
pick her up with their car. She consoled herself about the situation 
by emphasizing that her mother truly wanted to visit her, but could 
not because she W'as al wa ys very busy and had to take car e 0 f her 
father (al though he was not disabled or ill in any way) • 
5. Concerns and 
Sixteen sUbj ects (47. 1~) 
coping strategies related to body image. 
expressed concerns about their looks or 
attractiveness since the baby was born. The idea of returning to 
maternity clothes now that they were no longer pregnant was 
demoralizing to some, and the thought that others might still think 
they were pregnant was a source of sel f-consciousness and 
em barr assmen t. In deal ing wi th thi s probl em, almost all of the se 
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adolescents started some kind of exercise program to speed their 
return to their pre-pregnant shape. The married teens who had these 
concerns also tended to seek others' reassurance. While a few turned 
to their mothers for support, all talked with husbands in order to 
get reassurance that they were still desirable or attractive to them. 
6. Concerns and coping strategies related to money. Six teen 
sUbjects (~7. 1$) were 'WOrried about not having enough money now that 
they had a baby to care for. They worried about not having enough 
for doctor and hospital bills, rent, baby supplies and clothes, and 
spending money for themselves. 
M::>st of the teens were problem-focused in their approach to this 
issue. Many actively explored two possible solutions to this 
problem: getting a part-time job, and/or applying for public 
assistance. Others developed plans regarding how they would earn 
ex tra (DOney. Some of these involved: getting working paper s upon 
returning to school so that the adolescent could enroll in a 
Department of Social Services-sponsored work program; babysitting for 
a sibling in the spring; and getting a job in a fast food chain when 
school recessed for the summer. 
7. Concerns and coping strategies related !2 relationships. 
Twelve subjects (35.3$) had some feelings about others' interactions 
with the baby, or about their own relationships with peers. The most 
frequent complaint related to the adolescent's inability to set 
limits on visitors and their interactions with the baby. Many were 
deluged with well-wishers the first week at home, all of whom, it 
seemed to the taen, wanted to touch and hold the baby. 'tihil e these 
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contacts were very tiring to the teens, they were particularly 
disturbed. about the possibility that the baby would become ill from 
all the contact wi th strangers. Despite their discomfort, however, 
most were \.I1able to express these reservations to others. These 
teens generally dealt with their feelings by resigning themselves to 
the situation because they felt there was nothing which could be done 
about it. 
Worries about their relationship with friends were not 
frequently expressed during this month, but when they were they 
involved: seeing friends less; feeling that friends were 
uncomfortable saying certain things in their presence because of 
their rew role; friends' disapproval of the adolescent's having had a 
baby or, alternatively, their jealousy; and their questioning her 
care 0 f the b ab y • 
Chly a few of those not dating the fob had given trought to 
dating other YO\.l1g men in the future. They worried about what sort 
of an opinion these men would have of them since they were now 
mothers. Theyalso expressed a wariness about establishing new 
relationships of this kind, and fel tit would be difficul t to trust 
someone again. 
8. Concerns and coping strategies related to health. Twelve 
subjects (35. 3~) were worried about their heal th or physical 
condition after delivery. Some had problems with breast engorgement, 
leaking, or infection. Others were uncertain about the normality of 
their lochia, or whether or not their stitches had healed. properly. 
These teens tended. to be problem-focused in response to this concern. 
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i'10St often this involved their seeking out a variety of sources 
(i.a., family, health professionals, and friends) for advice 
regarding what to do. 
9. Concerns and coping strategies related to living 
arrangements. Nine subjects (26.5~) expressed a variety of concerns 
related to this category. Some complained of living far away from 
friends or relatives. These were teens who had moved to their own 
apartments because of their recent marriages. They lived in low-rent 
housing on the outskirts of the city that was, indeed, away from 
areas where friends and family lived. Others complained of not 
having enough room or enough privacy in their homes; not having a 
permanent place to lLve; or problems with the landlord. 
'.ihen faced with an unsatisfactory living situation, the 
adolescent .Bother often made plans which would enable her to move to 
another location. However, others who could not move, explored 
different solutions to their problems. For example, one newly 
married adolescent living away from friends and family overcame her 
guilt about calling long-distance, and kept in touch with others by 
phoning them every day. Another married teen, living with her family 
and dissatisfied with the lack of privacy, managed to spend much of 
her tim e in her room wher e she could be alone wi th her husb and and 
baby. 
10. Concerns and coping strategies related to school. Eig ht 
sUbjects (23. 5~) worried about either not having enough time to do 
homework now that they had so many additional responsibilities, or 
not being able to get up for school after they had been up at night 
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with the baby. A few were concerned that problens such as these 
might prevent them froln being able to graduate. These adolescents 
were determined to finish school as well as take care of their 
babies, however. Many rearranged study time so that homework would 
get done. For some this meant studying at home when the baby was 
asleep; for others it meant doing homework at scoool. 
11. Concerns and coping strategies related to the fob's family. 
Seven subjects (20.6S) expressed some concern about their 
relationship with members of the fob's family, or about their 
relationship with the baby. Specifically, these centared around 
their criticizing, questioning, or telling the teen how to care for 
the baby; thei'- spoiling the baby; and wondering what they thought of 
the adolescent's mothering. As one would expect, these concerns were 
particularly imlX)rtant for those few adolescents living with the 
fob's family. ibwever, even if the teen did not reside with them, 
the addition of the baby often brought them into more frequent 
contact with these new grandparents, and their opinions often had a 
strong impact upon the new mother. fobst of these teens tended to 
deal with their feelings of distress about this issue, and although 
no one predominant strategy emerged, the following were described by 
one or two of these subjects: talking to others to share their 
feelings; crying about the situation; wishing things were different; 
and thinking of reasons to justify the family's behavior or make it 
seem acceptable. 
12. Concerns and coping strategies related to managing the 
household. Six subj ec ts (1 7. 6%), almost all of whom wer e marr ied and 
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1 i v ing in the ir 0'WT.l apar tm en ts , ware somewhat ~rried about their 
abilities to organize the household and do necessary housework, now 
that they had the time-consuning task of caring for the baby as well. 
Che way t.he teen usually handled this situation was to ask her 
husband for help with the house~rk. 5-)me also tried to resign 
themselves to the fact that things were just not going to get done 
and tr ied no t to 1 et it bother them. 
13. Concerns and coping strategies related to babysitting. 
Chly five subjects (14.710) talked about problems related to 
babysitters. Specifically, they were concerned about not having a 
babysi tter and not being able to find one they could trust. If they 
did find one outside the family net~rk, they still ~rried about 
having to leave the baby with strangers. Babysitting alternatives 
outside of family or close friends (inclooing school-related day 
care) were not acceptable to these YOll'lg ~men. Again, because of 
the small nunber of adolescents with this concern, no one method of 
coping predaninated. 
In order to determine whether the stressors identified during 
the interviews were, indeed, concerns perceived by t.he adolescents, 
the Postpartum Stress Q.1estionnaire responses were examined. Nine of 
the interv iew stressor categories were simil ar to items in the 
questionnaire. They were concerns regard ing: r esponsib il ities and 
1 im ita tio ns 0 f mother hood; bab y; bab ysi tting; r el atio nshi ps wi th the 
family and the fob; body image; money; living arrangements; and 
school. Since there were no corresponding items for concerns about 
the fob's family, relationships, health, and managing the household, 
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the following does not apply to these categories. 
If a perceived stressor was identified from the subject's 
interviews, her questionnaire was then reviewed to determine if an 
item from that stressor category was labelled as a S01.rce of w:>rry. 
On this baSiS, agreements for each of the nine categories ranged from 
91.2~ to 100~, with an average agreement of 95.7%, indicating that if 
a concern was identified by interview, it almost always was labelled 
as a concern by the adolescent in the questionnaire (see Table 2). 
However, when each subject's intarview and questionnaire were 
compared to determine if a stressor identified by either method was 
also identified by the other, the agreement was quite ,poor, ranging 
from 35.3% to 91.2%, wi th an average agr eernent of 59.8%. Thus, this 
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poor agreement was a result of a higher nunber of concerns identified 
in the questionnaire which were not identified from the interview. 
It therefore appears that the coding of perceived stressors from the 
adolescents' interviews may be a conservative estimate of their 
ac tual acc ur anc e • 
Perceived social supports 
The following kinds of aid were perceived by these subjects as 
supportive in some way, and were reported during either the open-
ended or semi-structured interviews. For a more detailed account of 
which sources provided different kinds of social support, see Table 
1. Tangible support. All of the young mothers in this sample 
reported receiving some kind of concrete or material aid. The 
adolescent's mother was .nentioned most often as the source of this 
kind of assistance, and other family members were mentioned almost as 
Table 3 
Percent of Ad 01 esc en ts Id en ti fyi ng Sources who Pro V' id ed 
Di fferent Kinds of Support 
Sources 
Other Fob's 
Support N Mother fami! y Fob famil y Friends Profs 
Tangible 34 82 79 71 24 18 1 5 
Emotional 32 53 63 69 34 38 19 
Cogniti V'e 28 82 39 29 21 18 
Social rein forcemen t 26 58 31 39 35 15 12 
Socializing 1 6 6 47 25 47 
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often. This is not suprising, since the most frequent type of 
t.angible support reported by t.he teen involved help wi th childcare, 
including babysitting. In fact, since most subjects' families 
naturally assisted with many of t.hese responsibilities during the 
month, it is understandable that worries about babysitting were 
infrequently voiced. Other kinds of tangible support provided during 
the month were: gifts, including a variety of baby supplies; money; 
transportation; and help with chores and housework. 
2. Emotional support. Thirty-two adolescents (94.1J) reported 
receiving some kind of assist.anoe which fell into this category. The 
fob was mentioned most often as the source of this type of support, 
followed by the adolescent's own family. A frequently cited example 
of t.his kind of support was being able to talk to someone when upset 
or whenever the adolescent fel t she needed. This has been referred 
to by others as tha presence of a confidante (Lowenthal & Haven, 
1968) • Any show of concern or communication that implied an 
individual was there if needed was also frequently mentioned as being 
supportive during this first month at home. 
('bst adolescents found any praise, interest, or acceptance 
directed toward the baby to be particularly important. Not 
surprisingly, this seemed to be interpreted by the new mother as 
others' approval and pleasure in herself. 
Other examples of emotional support mentioned less often were: 
sharing similar experiences and feelings with another; having someone 
media te 0 r in terc ed e in a d iffic ul t si tua tio n; hav ing her 0 wn id eas 
or decisions supported; and getting a feeling of acceptance or 
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belonging from someone. 
3. Cognitive support. T~enty-eight teens (82.41,) reported 
receiving some kind of information, guidance, or advice which they 
considered helpful. The adolescent's mother was by far the most 
frequently mentioned source of this type of support. Suggestions, as 
well as both the supervision and demonstration of tasks, ¥lere all 
mentioned as important. 
The issue regard ing whether or not soc ial support should be 
measured in objective versus subjective terms was particularly 
relevant to this category of support. The mere provision of 
information or advice did not make an intaraction supportive, as 
perceived by t,he adoledcent. In fact, at times it was construed as a 
source of stress. The adolescents described what made advice-giving 
supportive. The most. important component wnich emerged was that the 
advice being offered was suggested, with the explicit or implicit 
understanding that the adolescent may decide not to take the advice. 
Information had to be offered in such a way so that the young mother 
felt respected in her new role. As one teen explained about the way 
her own mother offered her advice, "She makes you feal like it's your 
baby when she says, do you need help - do you want help?" 
4. Social reinforcement. Twen ty-six subj ec ts (76. S1,) reported 
receiving some kind of praise or communication of approval from 
others regarding how they were doing as new mothers. The 
adolescent's own mother was the most. frequently mentioned source of 
t.his type of support, followed by the fOb. It was important to the 
adolescent to have the people who saw her most with the baby think 
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she was doing a good job. This made her feel both proud and 
confident of her mothering abilities. In fact, t.his positive social 
reinforcement was often what left the teen's fragile sense of 
competence intact after a particularly difficult time with the baby, 
as can be seen with this newly married teen: 
when everything gets too bad - especially last night. 
Because I didn't know what to do. I walked him, I burped 
him, and that d idn' t hel p. I fed him. So I guess I just 
curled up in bed with him [husband] and st.arted crying ••• He 
just said he knows it's alot. He keeps saying I'm a very 
good mother. That helps alot. It gives me encouragement:' 
I like that ••• 'Cause sometimes you think you're not doing 
right. SJt when they tell you you are, and when it looks 
from their point of view you are, it helps. Makes you 
wanna keep going. 
The adolescent was also quick to interpret indirect behaviors as 
comments on her role performance. For example, one tEen who had told 
her boyfriend not to do certain things with the baby, felt 
com pl 1m en tad when she 1 atar over he ard him tell ing someone the sam e 
thing. 
5. Socializing. Sixteen teens (47.1S) reported experiences 
such as receiving visitors or participating in some recreational 
activity wi th someone which they fel t was halpful to them dur ing 
their first month home from the hospital. Both friends and extended 
family members were mentioned most often as sources of this kind of 
support. This differed from the kind of visiting that occurred 
during the, first weak when the adolescent was still recovering :from 
her labor and delivery. Later on during the month, it was important 
to the teen to have fr iend s 0 r fam il y kee p her c om pan y so tha t she 
fel t less isolated or "bored." 
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Overall impressions 
Since a major purpose of this study was to describe the types of 
stressors that adolescent mothers faced during the puerperiun, it is 
easy to give the impression that this time period was traunatic or 
particularly distressing for these young W)men. l:bwever, this 
generally was not the case. This general imP""ession was also 
corroborated by the adolescent's responses to the overall concern 
items in the fbstpartun Stress Qlestionnaire. Il1ly 14 subjects 
(41.2CS) were either "worried alot" or "extremely W)rried" about any 
of the 10 stressors evaluated by this instrunent. Further, eight of 
these teens were concerned about only one or tw) problem areas. 
Rather, the first few weeks home from the hospi tal were typically 
seen as pleasurable and exciting, and, on the Whole, the challenges 
which presented themselves were deal t wi th qui te adequately by the 
teen in conj lIlC tion wi th her famil y. 
An tic ipatory coping 
A major reason for the relatively smooth transition observed 
during this time seemed to be the resul t of the adolescent's 
anticipatory coping Which occurred during pregnancy. That is, most 
of these young W)men mobilized actual coping strategies prior to the 
occurrence of a {X)tentially stressful event Which seemed to either 
avert the problem itself, or minimize the distress associated with 
it. 
Ulring the in-hospital interviews it became evident that very 
few of the adolescents expected to encolllter any major difficulties 
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.. hen they arrived home with the baby. Most were quick to point out 
that they had had some, if not extensive experience caring for 
infants, and therefore had some background in knowing what to expect 
and how to handle situations that might arise. Beyond this 
experience, however, most anticipated that if a problem did arise, 
the y '.NO uld be abl e to get the n eo essar y hel p from the ir fam il ie s to 
handle the situation. while this expectation did not always stem 
from explicit discussions or fonnal plans they worked out with their 
families, most young mothers were confident that any questions or 
concerns that arose over the first few weeks at home would be 
adequately dealt with by seeking help from family. In addition to 
expeJting any needed guidance, they also counted on family to help 
out with sharing some of the actual babycare tasks. l't>st expected 
their mothers to be active in this role, but many also took for 
granted that siblings '.NOuld help out whenever necessary. In addition 
to help wi th babycare, many also assuned that the family '.NOuld be a 
major provider of babysitting services. Again, for some this 
expectation was based on explicit discussions, but for others, it 
stemmed from an implicit agreement between the adolescent and her 
famil y. 
Anticipatory coping took place with respect to other areas as 
well, and served to ward off potential problems that many teens might 
have had. School was one major area where this frequently occured. 
Many of thesa subjects had transferred to a special school program 
for pregnant teens based at the YIlCA. They did so partly because of 
the school's well-known reputation of giving minimal home'.NOrk. This 
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was seen as having major advantages after delivery. First, the teen 
wo uld have more time to spend wi th her b ab y • Second, she did no t 
need to worry about how she was going to manage doing her homework at 
home When she also needed to be caring for the baby. Family members 
were expected to help in this situation, too, however, since the 
adolescent clearly anticipated that if her mother was home, she would 
care for the baby until the teen's homew::>rk was completed. Some 
stooents had also (nade arrangements for assigrments to be dropped off 
at their homes after delivery so they would not be too far behind 
When they returned to school. Tnese kinds of anticipatory 
arrangements contributed to the fact that minimal conoern was 
expressed about school-related mattf'rs after the baby was born. 
Another potential stressor whioh was averted by many adolescents 
was financial problems. llJring pregnancy, iTlany had explored possible 
sources <of assistanoe such as Medioaid and public assistanoe for the 
baby. Again, most also expected the family to help support the baby, 
and a few had discussed this issue with the fob to determine if he 
we uld al so fin anc iall y 0 ontr ib ute to the b ab y' scar e • The 
availability of all of these sources of monetary support lessened the 
teen's concern about money during the puerperitJll. 
A few sought to minimize the possibility that their role as 
mother would be challenged or usurped, and so clarified ahead of time 
the nature and extent of others' partioipation in childcare. CXte 16 
year old described her feelings as follows: 
The only thing I didn't want from either my mother or his 
mother was their telling me "don't do this and don't do 
tha ttl and "do thi sand do tha t." And I told them and I 
don't have any problems ••• It' s my baby and I gotta learn to 
take care of it because I'm not gonna be with you all the 
time. I'm gonna be on my own. If you always tell me 
everything, I'm never gonna learn. 
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Another teen describes the talk she had with her mother during 
her pr eg nanc y : 
'Cause we talked about that in the beginning, that with 
hav ing som eo ne aro und and being wi th her tha t she did n' t 
want it to get so that we were hating each other. So she's 
good. She doesn't tall ine what to do. She helps. Because 
I didn't want to live here if it would've gotten like that. 
Bab yc ar e and rel ianc e upo n the fam il y 
Once at home with the baby, a heavy reliance upon help from the 
family, especially mother, seemed to be another major contributant to 
the teen's relatively smooth transition during the puerperiun. M'.lst 
SUbjects handled the care of the infant quite appropriately. If they 
could deal wi th a problem on their own, they would do so. As 
mentioned earlier, when faced with a crying baby, they usually went 
thro ug h a proc ess 0 f tr ial and erro r to d etarm in e wha t the b ab y 
wanted, or reassured themselves that the baby would soon be older 
and, therefore, easier to handle. However, they were quick to seek 
help if a problem was not easily resolved, or if they felt unprepared 
to deal with it in the first place. As one would suspect, the 
adolescent's own mother was the person the teen usually turned to for 
any questions she had about the baby. 
The teen relied on her family for more than advice. She arrived 
home with the expectation that she would get a needed respite from 
babycare whenever necessary, and more often than not, this was indeed 
the case. There was a remarkable amount of flexibility and sharing 
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of childcare tasks among the teen, her mother, and other mEmbers of 
~he household. There seemed to be no need for a formal clar ification 
of these reponsiblities since everyone seemed to share the assumption 
that all household members would participate in such things as 
preparing formula, feeding, changing diapers, bathing, watching and 
sao thing the b ab y • 
Maternal self-image 
The self-image of the adolescent as a mother was still in the 
beginning process of developnent during the first four weeks home 
from the hospital. This was evident in comments made by about one-
third of the adolescents. They pointed out that they did not "feel" 
like mothers yet, but. rather felt more like babysitters. This was 
not usually a source of worry for the teen, however. She reasoned 
that since motherhood was still new t.o her, ~he feel ing would develop 
naturally over time. 
Another ind ication tha t the maternal sel f-image was still 
tentative and in the process of forming was the adolescent's 
reactions to any perceived challenge to her new role. while she 
relied heavily upon her family to share many of the childcare tasks, 
it was still important for her to feel that she was primarily 
responsible for the baby. 
As mentioned previously, when the adolescent's performance in 
her newly acquired role was questioned in any way, this was perceived 
as str essful, and sub se quen tl y g aver ise to probl ems. lihil e most 
families were able to provide help and advice in a sensitive manner, 
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others were less cognizant of the need the teen had to feel in 
control of her baby's care and well-being. Thus, reliance upon 
family support during the puerperiun could be considered successful 
onl y if the famil y, and espec iall y the new grandmother, had 
sufficient flexibility and sensitivity to the teen's needs to feel 
competent and in control of the care of her child. Since most of the 
adolescents did not encounter these kinds of difficulties, however, 
most felt that they were doing ~ll in their new role. "hile 
occasional doubts were expressed, especially after a sleeIXless night 
with a hard-to-soothe baby, most felt proud of their mothering 
abil ities. 
Maternal pleasure and sansitivity 
The luajority of the young mothers in this study took a great 
amount of pleasure and pride in their new infants. They enjoyed 
spending time wi th the baby whether it be by direct physical contact 
or simply by being close enough to gaze at him. They frequently 
praised the baby, describing him as good, strong, a fast learner, 
cute, etc., and were pleased whenever they received compliments about 
him. They also enjoyed seeing others who were close to them, such as 
famil y and the fob, pl ay and in ter ac t wi th the baby. 
In addition to the evident pleasure these mothers exhibited, 
most were also sensitive observers of their babies. They noticed 
many changes chat occurred in the baby's abilities during the four 
weeks home from the hospi tal, and proudly described how their in fan t 
explored and responded to his new world. They were cognizant of 
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different temperamental characteristics the baby displayed. Any cues 
whic hind ic ated the b ab y wa s d i str essed wer e us uall y id en ti fi ad 
promptly and responded to appropriately. lbwever, this positive 
portrayal is not meant to indicate that all the adolescents in this 
study were accurate in their reading of their infants' cues, nor that 
all their responses were appropriate. Some did, indeed, misinterpret 
the infant's behavior, as is evident in this 17 year old's statements 
about her two week old: 
'tlhen other people hold him and he's awake, he won't pay 
attention to them. He watches me. He watches everywhere I 
go. Like if I'm gonna leave him or something. He always 
keeps his eyes on me. 
A few lacked sensi tivity co the baby's needs despi te their 
obvious pleasure in the infant. This was evident when one 16 year 
old tried to wake her sleeping infant so that I could see how cute 
she was when she smiled • Although lnotivated by good intentions, 
others responded inappropriately to childcare situations, as did one 
17 year old who gave her baby chicken soup for his cold, and a 15 
year old who tried to share her peppermint stick candy with her tw::> 
week old. 
lbwever, whil e some did not do well in read ing and respond ing 
appropriately to the baby's cues, very few of the adolescents felt 
that thi s was a problem for them. By the second home v isi t, tho sa 
few who had expressed concerns earlier were confident that they were 
able to read and respond to their infants appropriately. 
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Relationship wi th the father of the baby 
If the couple was still dating, at times the teen rep:>rted that 
her relationship with the fob had gotten better and that she felt 
closer to him since the birth. A few were in the process of making 
plans co either marry or move into their oW'] apartment with their 
boyfriend. t-bst, however, perceived very few changes in their 
relationship. The quality of these relationships ran the ganut, 
inclu:1ing close, mutually supportive liasons, boyfriends \oklo were on 
the periphery of things and were merely tolerated by the teens, and 
relationships characterized by chronic arguing and fighting. 
If the adolescent was married to the fob, her husband was a key 
factor in contributing to row satisfied she was with her new life 
style and row easily she was able to cope with the demands of 
mother rood • This was so, even trough a nunber of these W)men had a 
good deal of help during the day from family and in-laws during the 
first few weeks home from the hospital. The husband t s help with the 
house and the baby was imp:>rtant, but the attitude he conveyed vtlile 
doing those things was of major significance. His willingness to 
help was interpreted as his sensitivity to the demands with which the 
new mother had to deal. Thi s wa s no tic ed and appr eo ia ted by the 
adolescents, and the lack of this support was clearly problematic, as 
mentioned in an earlier section. 
Relationshi p wi th peer s 
Overall, this was not a major issue for these new mothers during 
their first month home from the rospital. The overwhelming majority 
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had friends W:lO were either pregnant or ha.d babies, so few fel t 
different or ostracized from friends because of their circunstances. 
Since someW:lat more than half of the subjects .. were either still in 
school or \oOrking, they expected to resune their regular contacts 
with friends as soon as they returned. A few did notice changes in 
their peer relationships however. Tnose who moved out of their 
family's neighborhood because of marriage were more apt to complain 
of feeling isolated and missed seeing old friends. lbwever, most of 
the teens in this study had not given much thought to the possibility 
that the nature of their relationships with peers might change in the 
future now that they had the responsibilities of motherhood with 
Wilic h to contend. 
While peer relationships did not constitute a major source of 
concern for theseYOlllg mothers, neither did they provide a major 
source of support for them. There were exceptions, of course. ~me 
were confidantes to the new mothers during this time. ~me friends 
wer e par tic ul arl y valued bec ause 0 f the ir ab il it y to shar e the ir OWl 
maternal experiences and feelings with the adolescents. others 
provided the teen with some needed socializing and helped reduce her 
feelings of boredom and isolation. lbwever, for the most part, 
friends were not frequently mentioned as sources of support during 
this month, and ~en they were, the kinds of help they provided were 
not usually perceived as being of major inportance. 
Pl ac ing the ex per ienc e in a life per spec ti v e 
Many of the adolescents were unable to articulate what the 
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experience of becoming a mother had meant to them. However, a few of 
the older, more verbal adolescents had developed a personal 
perspective about the experience which gave it special meaning. The 
overall feelings these teens conveyed was the sense that they had 
faced a difficult challenge, were able to deal with it successfully, 
and had grown personally from the experience. Some of the comments 
were: 
Adolescent '11: I guess I feel that I can do alot of things 
I didn't know I could do. I have a lot more strengths than 
I realized I did. I guess I feel older and I did alot of 
growing up in a few months. 
Adolescent #2: I'm 17 years old and having a baby is 
making me more mature because I don't have to provide for 
myself now, I have to prcivide for the baby too. And I have 
to not only make decisic-ns for me, but make decisions for 
him. 
Adolescent 113: I guess it's 'cause you're a different 
person. You got soluebody else - usually you have somebody 
that you can rely on. And all of a sudden you have somebody 
relying on you. It's different. I don't know. You grow 
up fast. 
Adolescent 114: ~ell, now that I have him I feel better 
about myself. You know, now that I have a son, and that's 
a responsibil ity and everything. I don't know, I feel alot 
luaturer I guess ••• To mysel f, I fel t 1 ike I grew in mind. 
You really think about things. Like what if I had an 
abortion. I just felt better about luyselfthat I didn't. 
I fel t better about mysel f tha t I had taken on a 
responsibility ••• lt's not good for a girl to go through 
school and have a baby to get more mature, you know. Ellt 
in a way it's good because it's - you won't be so 
vulnerable the next time. You learn things. 
Problems in maternal ad apta tion 
Eight subjects were having obvious difficulties in their 
relationships with their infants. Since these problems in adapting 
to the luaternal role are in contrast to what was experienced by the 
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majeri ty of adolescents in this study, it is worthwhile to briefly 
describe their behaviors and circumstances. 
One adolescent expressed marked ambivalence regarding her baby. 
She was extremely irritated wi th the baby's crying and tried to 
ignore it as best she could, described her in negative terms such as 
"rasty" and "terrible," and did rot enjoy holding or cuddling her. 
Her ambivalence is expressed in these statements describing her first 
few days home from the hospital: 
I kept thinking there's something about her that's 
bothering me. Something bothered me about her - the baby. 
I'd see her sitting there, and I maybe had the feeling I 
regretted having her. But I didr't regret having her. And 
then I realized I felt sorry for her because she's so 
helpless and she depends on me so much. 
She differed from many of the other study subjects in a variety 
of ways. She was the only teen who had wanted an abortion. She did 
not follow through or this, however, because her family protested 
vehemently. They instead suggested adoptior as an al terrative more 
sui table to the family. However, while she consid ered this 
throughout her pregrancy, she could rot go through with giving up the 
baby. Her relationship with the fob was also a problem. Although he 
moved in with she and her family two weeks prior to her delivery and 
expressed a desire to marry her, she refused. Their corstant arguing 
and her feelings of being misunderstood by him led her to the 
conclusion that marriage would leck her into another undesirable 
situation. She also lacked the type of peer group that mcst of the 
other teens in this study had. Only one of her friends had ever been 
pregnant and she had had an abortion. She fel t that other friends 
were judging her critically, thinking she was "stupid" for "saddling" 
herself with a baby. Thus, a nunber of circunstances, the strongest 
undoubtedly being her not wanting the pregnancy, contributed to a 
negative mother-infant relationship during the puerperiun. 
Two adolescents reportad episodes of wanting to physically harm 
their infants. For both teens, these instances occurred immediately 
after a major argunent with their boyfriends. Feeling angry, 
frustrated and depressed, they fel t unable to cope with their babies 
who were crying unconsolably just at that point. One adolescent gave 
her infant to a younger brother to mind for awhile until she fel t 
more in control. The other adolescent was able to restrain her 
impulses and, instead, sat with the baby until his fussiness 
subsided. In addition to having extremely unstable relationships 
with their boyfriends, both teens lacked supportive family 
environments. One had been essentially homeless for the past tv«) 
years since the death of her mother, and was presently living with 
the fob and his family who were quite controlling and critical of her 
care of the baby. The other had had chronic family problems, felt 
like a "burden" to her mother, and was expected to assume total 
responsibility for her infant with little assistance from the family. 
Thus, a nonsupportive family environment, coupled with a stressful 
relationship with the fob, seemed to lead to difficulty coping with 
the baby, especially when the teen was unable to stop the baby's 
crying. 
Five other adolescents had difficulties adapting to the maternal 
rol e, a ppe ar ing emotio nall y d etac bed or d isin tar estd in the ir b ab ie s. 
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rhey did not seem to enjoy physical contact with the infant, avoided 
eye contact with hLn, did not respond pleasurably to compliments 
about the baby, and did not respond promptly to the infant's signals 
of distress. As described earl ier, one ad 01 esc en t' s famil y, 
especially the mother, had literally taken over control of the baby's 
care, and the teen felt unable to protest because, among other 
reasons, her mother was the major provider for the baby. However, 
possible reasons for this detached behavior were less obvious in the 
other four situations. These teens were all but unresponsive to the 
investigator during the hospital and home interviews, and given this 
attitude it was somewhat curious that they had agreed to participate 
at all in ~he study. They offered very little information about 
their concrete experiences during the first month at home, and 
virtually nothing related to their thou6hts or feelings during this 
tLne. In essence, they were disinterested and detached regarding the 
in terv ie ws a swell. en e LD ig ht spec ul ate tha t thi s b ehav ior wa s a 
general coping pattern which these taens were apt to display in 
interpersonal situations. rbwever, this is speculative at best, 
since there was little information available about these adolescents' 
other relationships, or about their behav ior under other 
c irc un stanc es • 
Statistical relationships 
Perceived social support and perceived stress 
In order to deteriuine the relationship between perceived social 
support and perceived stress, the Pearson Product M::>ment Correlation 
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was cemputed between subjects' tetal sceres or the Perceived Social 
Support Interview and two measures of perceived stress: the Post 
Partum Stress Questionnaire total scere and the childcare stress 
subcategery scere. There were no statistically sigrificant 
relatiorships found. Additional cerrelations to explcre whether any 
of the social support subcategcries were related to these measures of 
perceived stress revealed that greater emotioral support ccrrelated 
.335 (p = .053) with greater childcare stress. 
Perceived stress and egccentrism 
In order to determine if perceived stress differed based upon 
the adolescent's degree of egocentrism, tr.e Pearson Product Moment 
Correlation was computed between subjects' sccres or. the lAS and two 
measures of perceived stress: the Postpartum Stress Questiornaire 
total sccre, and the childcare stress subcategcry scere. There were 
nc sigrificant relationships found. 
Two items in the Postpartum Stress Questionnaire tapped self-
ccnsciousness related specifically to mothering. They are cencerred 
with the adelescent's worry abcut: "what they/he think(s) abcut me 
as a mether" and are found in the subcategeries deal ing wi th the 
teen's relationships wi th her family and the fob. The relationship 
between responses to these two items and the subject's childcare 
stress subcategery score were explered. The preser.ce of worry (ccded 
"yes" if the adclescent sometimes/eften worried abeut either or.e or 
beth ef these; ceded "no" if the adclescent never/rarely worried 
about both) was contrasted with a high (abeve the mean) versus lew 
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(belcw the mean) childcare stress sccre. Using a chi-squared cre 
sample test, the cbserved frequencies were sigrificantly different at 
E less than .10, indicating that those who were corcerred abcut what 
others thought of their mcthering were mcre likely to report higher 
childcare stress. 
Background variables, perceived stress, and sccial support 
For hypothesis-generating purposes, Pearscr Product Moment 
ccrrelaticrs were also performed between the backgrcund variables of 
age, race, SES, living arrangements a1"1d: the Postpartum Stress 
Questic1"1r.aire tctal sccre and childcare subscore, the Perceived 
Social Support Interview tctal sccre and subcategcry scores. The 
orly statistically sigrificant ccrrelation was between age and 
emctional support (r =.35; p = .043). 
DISCUSSION 
Prior to discussing the results, it would be useful to rote some 
of the limitatiors of this research so that the findings may be 
evaluated wi thin the appropriate cortext. The data were obtained 
from a small ccrvenience sample and, as such, cannot accur ately be 
applied to the populatior of adclescent mcthers. However, the 
purpose of this research was to gererate hypotheses for future 
studies, rather than test hypotheses which could then be generalized. 
In keeping with this exploratory emphasis, some instruments were used 
which would rot have been appropriate in a study desigred for other 
purposes. Both the Perceived Social Support Interview and the 
Postpartum Stress Q.1estiorraire were modified for this study, and 
thus, their psychometric properties are unknown. Therefore, the 
results which focus or their relationships with other variables must 
be interpreted cautiously. 
In this type of research, the investigator herself may influence 
the nature of the data, and there are two ways in which this might 
have occurred in this study. First, in the process of labelling and 
categorizing qualitative data, the researcher's own biases and 
precorceived rotions can act to influel"!ce the final shape of the 
data. Thus, another investigator could have develcped differel"!t 
category schemes than the ores that this writer thought were most 
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sui tad for the se data. Seoond, the researoher oan act as an 
artifact, affeoting the very process whioh is under investigation. 
In this study, I was specifically identified in the Peroeived Social 
Support Interview as a source of emotional support for three 
subjects, and a source of oognitive support for one subject. It is 
likely that during the course of the intarviews, I provided support 
to others as well. My availability in this role could have affected 
how these adolescents may otherwise have ooped wi th their partioular 
concerns. These points should be kept in mind as the results are 
being ev al ua ted • 
This study was undertaken because of the very limited knowledge 
available to olinioians regarding the stressors adolescent mothers 
enoountered during the puerperillD, how they coped with these demands, 
and what role SOCidl support played in this process. This basic 
descriptive information was also seen as a necessary prerequisite to 
testing any of the hypotheSized relationships outlined in the stress 
prooess model presented earlier. It was assumed that adolescents 
were an important subset of mothers to investigate within this 
oontext because of several reasons. First, since adolescents would 
need to oope, not only with mother mod , but also with the demands of 
various develolXllental tasks of adolescenoe, this situation would be 
more likely to generate additional peroeived stress. Second, because 
many of the skills and abilities whioh oould affeot the stress 
prooess are still ohanging and developing througmut adolescenoe, the 
young mother's appraisal of a problem may be negatively affeoted, and 
her ability to oope with various stressors may be impaired. Finally, 
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since these persoral resources are not at optimal levels of 
development, the adolescent mcther would be more likely to reed to 
draw heavily upon various kinds of social supports to help her in 
coping wi th the problems that new motherhood would present, and yet 
available supports may not necessarily be adequate to meet such 
needs. 
The first research question of concerr in this study involved 
identifying the adolescent mother's perceived stressors during the 
first mcnth after discharge from the hospital. The process of 
becoming a mcther during adolescence was conceptualized as a stress 
event sequence, triggering the activatior of other related stressors 
with which the adolescent may have to cope. In this s'1mple, 13 of 
these stressors were identified. They were ccncerns related to: the 
baby and various aspects of childcare; the responsibilities and 
limitations brought on by motherhood; body image; interpersonal 
relations, including those with the adclescent's family, the fob and 
his family, and peers; and concrete problems such as finances, 
health, living arrangements, school, and managing the household. 
Several of these stressors have also been mentioned as being cf 
concerr. to adult mcthers during the early postpartum period. For 
example, various concerrs abcut the baby and childcare, the 
restrictiors engendered by motherhood, the woman's bcdy image, 
finances, and managing the housework, have all beer cited as 
frequently-voiced concerns of adult-aged mothers (Bennett, 1981; 
Hobbs &: Cole, 1976; Larsen, 1966; Leifer, 1977; Russell, 1974; 
Weinberg &: Richardsor, 1981 ). However, cIder mcthers seem less 
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likely to report concerns regarding interpersonal relationships, 
while most of the adolescents in this sample expressed some degree of 
worry in this area, especially concerning their relationships with 
the fob and their famil y. 
Many of the adolescent's concerns regarding family relations 
stemmed from her feelings of being criticized or questioned regarding 
her care 0 f the b ab y • Fo r som e , this al so inv 01 veda fe ar 0 f the ir 
mother's taking over. Since the adolescent is still in a fairly 
depend en t r el atio nshi p wi th her fam il y , and since thi sis 0 ften 
exacerbated by her new circunstances, she may be more sensitized to 
'the ir neg ati v e ev al ua tions 0 f an y a spec t 0 f her mother ing • Fur ther , 
since many of the teens in this sample lived at home, the very nature 
of these living arrangements may have contributed to a realistic fear 
that mother or another female adult may take over the care of the 
baby. Finally, because the adolescent is still in the midst of 
establishing a sense of self, her own confijence in her abilities may 
be lnore fragile and vulnerable to criticislll from significant others. 
Tois was also a concern in relation to the fob as well. The 
adolescent's frequent worries about her relationship wi th the fob is 
not too surprising for other reasons, however, 
nature of these relationships is considered. 
wer e marr ied , and tho se tha t wer e had done 
e spec ially when the 
Only a few subj ects 
so because of the 
pregnancy. Many were involved in tenuous commitments and were 
uncertain of the relationship's future. Those that were not dating 
had to deal with the issue of their boyfriend's continued involvement 
with his child. Thus, the very precariousness of these liasons makes 
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it more likely that adolescents would Wlrry about their relationships 
wi th che fob more so than ad ul ts who, at 1 east 0 n the sur fac e, ar e 
inv 01 v ed in more stabl e commi tmen ts. 
while the above 13 issues were viewed as stressors by the teens, 
for the most part, they did not reach major proportions. This was 
contrary to the investigator's expectations, based upon the 
assumptions outlined earlier in this section. For the majority of 
this sample, t;he puerperium was not overly stressful, but rather was 
a time of challenge and joy, when the overriding feeling was one of 
pl easur e in the new baby. Thi s find ing is simil ar to reo en t st ud ie s 
in the adult literature, indicating that while there are a host of 
problf.ns and changes wi th which new mothers must cOPe dlring their 
transition to parenthood, most do not consider this to be an 
overwhelmingly stressful time reaching crisis proportions (Russell, 
19'7lJ; no b b s&:O:> 1 e , 197 6 ) • 
A closer examination of the data provided some clues as to why 
this may have been so for these adolescents. Many made anticipatory 
preparations prior to the birth Which reduced the likelihood of 
problems ariSing, or if t;hey did arise, minimized their impact. In 
addition, most had had at least some past experience with childcare, 
and so had acquired some knowledge and skills which could be used in 
caring for their own baby. Finally, a major resource contributing to 
their relative ease in dealing with this transition was their heavy 
reliance upon help from family members. As mentioned earlier, the 
adolescent's ability to draw upon adequate social supports to bolster 
her own efforts at coping with the problans engendered by motherhood 
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'would seem to be essential, based upon the inadequacy of personal 
resources during this stage of development. 
The second research question of concern in this study involved 
exploring the coping strategies used by the adolescent mother in 
response to perceived. stressors. Coping was conceptualized as a 
multidimensional construct, comprised of a variety of behaviors and 
thoughts, having the dual functions of dealing with the problen, in 
addition to managing stress-related enotions. Chping was viewed as a 
process rather than an enduring trait, and thus was lUeasured by 
determining how the subject responded in specific situations that 
were perceived as stressful. Findings indicated that different 
strategies were preferred, oased upc)n the nature of the stressor. 
Thus, similar to what was found in Colletta's study (Chlletta et al., 
1981), problem-focused scrategies seemed to be preferred in response 
to concr,ete problems such as concerns about health, finances, school 
and living arrangements. Emotion-focused strategies seemed to be 
used more often when dealing with intarpersonal problems, especially 
wi th the teen's famil y and the fOb. As has been suggested by other s 
(Folkman & Lazarus, 1980), if an individual thinks a situation cannot 
be changed, but rather must be endured or tolerated, he lUay be more 
likely to avoid futile actions directed toward trying to deal with 
the probl em, and foc us in ste ad upo n deal ing wi th hi s d istr ess over 
the situation. If che adolescent appraised her probems wi th her 
family or fob in this light, this may have led to the preferred use 
of eluotion-focused coping in dealing with these situations. 
Unfortunately, the subjects' appraisals of these situations, in terms 
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ef }¥hether they were cer.sidered te be amenable to change, were net 
systematically assessed • 
.. As others have found in past research wi th adolescent mothers 
(Colletta et al., 1981; Furstenberg & Crawferd, 1978; Presser, 1980), 
a majer mode of ceping used by this sample involved turning to 
others, especially the family, fer help. When dealing directly with 
the problem, these subjects seught others' concrete assistance to 
tackle the situatior., sought cut infermation er advice frem others, 
ebserved ether s to learn mere abeut how to handle a si tuatien, and 
thought of plans to deal with problems which invelved receiving help 
frem ethers. In dealing wi th stress-related emetions, they shared 
their feelings or sought reassurance frem others, and asked ethers 
for help so they ceuld get away frem the demands ef childcare for 
awhile and regain centrel ef their frustratiens. 
Turning te others, especially to mother, for information and 
direct assistance was a majer way these adelescents ceped with their 
concerns regarding the baby and babycare. This is net unexpected for 
two reasons. First, the nature ef the situation was such that nevel 
experier.ces were presented te the new mother, despite her past 
experience with caring for others' children. A common response to a 
novel situation is to seek eut information and assistance which will 
enable the individual to deal with the preblem. Secend, preblem-
solving abilities are still in the fermative stages during 
adelescence. Thus, the adelescent may be mere in need ef relying 
upon ethers for help than an adult whe has a breader array ef skills 
which can be mobilized te deal with a preblem. Interestingly eneugh, 
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however, the adolescents in this sample were also able to generate a 
variety of responses or their own to deal with babycare problems, and 
this may have been partly due to their past experiences with 
childcare. 
The third research questior of concern in this study involved 
exploring the adolescent mother's perceived social supports dur irg 
the puerperium. Social support was also conceptualized as a 
multidimensioral construct. The teens' subjective assessments of the 
availabili ty and adequacy of various types of support in actual 
si tuatiors were measured. Various sources of social support were 
corsidered in order to explore the possibility that different 
relationships are apt to offer different types of support as Weiss 
(1974) has suggested. 
The adolescent's mother, in addition to her family, was her most 
important source of tangible support during the puerperium. A major 
component of this type of support was the shared childcare that took 
place. This had beer identified as a frequent occurrence in lower 
status black households (Presser, 1980; Stack, 1975), and was found 
to exist in this study amorg whi te adolescerts living at home as 
well. The adolescent's mother was also key in providing her wi th 
cogritive support. However, advice needed to be offered ir a marner 
which also conveyed a sense of respect for the adolescent's rew 
status as mother. If the teen felt she was being told what to do, 
rather than being offered a suggestior, her fragile self-image as a 
mother seemed to be threatened, and the advice was not viewed as 
helpful. 
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Similar to what was found by Mercer (1980), the adolescent's 
mother was also her major source of social reinforcement. The 
grandmother's praise and approval regard ing her daughter's rol e 
perfonnance did much to bolster the teen's image of herself as a 
canpetent and capable new mother. The fob was also important in this 
capacity. His confidence in her maternal abilities was a great 
source of reassurance to the adolescent, while his criticism of her 
care was not responded to lightly. 
The fob was the major source of emotional support to the teens 
in this study. He played an especially ilnportant role in how the 
married adolescent dealt with her first month at home with the baby. 
Despite a major aNount of tangible and cognitive assis'tance from 
mother and family, the married adolescent still considered the help 
and wderstanding she received from her husband as a major factor in 
her being able to handle the demands of new motherhood. When this 
was absent, the adolescent appeared overwhelmed and whappy. 
Peers did not play an especially important role during this 
month, either as sources of stress or of support. Loss of friends 
and subsequent feelings of isolation from peers have been identified 
in previous research as major concerns of mothers who had their first 
child during adolescence (Cannon-Bonventre & Kahn, 1979). However, 
the present study suggests that the impact of these changes do not 
occur until some time after the birth of the child • 
. 
The fourth research question involved exploring the relationship 
between perceived social support and perceived stress. Greater 
emotional support was associated with greater childcare stress. This 
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ur:expected posi ti ve correlatior: between stress and sccial support was 
also found by Carveth and Gottlieb (1979) in their study of new 
mcthers. Their suggested explanatior. for this findir.g is applicable 
to this study. Wi th cross-sectior.al evaluatior.s, a positive 
relatior.ship between these two var iables may reflect the increased 
use of social support during a time of mounting stress. Longitudir.al 
measures are more apt to reflect the expected inverse correlatior. 
betweer earlier use of support and later measures of perceived 
stress, Since the measures in this study were obtained durir.g the 
puerperium, an early stage of adapting to motherhood, this positive 
correlation is probably reflecting the adolescent's increased use of 
emotior.al support as an initial means of coping',.,i th her cor.cerns 
about the baby. If an assessment of childcare stress was to be 
repeated at a later point in the stress process, the inverse 
correlatior. should be observed at that time. 
Since the role of developmental factors has been largely 
overlooked in studies concerning adolescent mothers and the stress 
process, the fifth research questior. involved exploring the 
relationship between adolescent egocentric thought and perceived 
stress. The expected positive relatior:s were not found. One 
possible explanatier: fer this may be that the measure of egocentrism 
was net specific te the area of self-conscieusness pertiner.t to this 
study. The lAS focuses mainly upor. self-ccr.scieusness regarding 
physical appearance and, to a much 1 ess degree, schoel performance. 
However, adelescent egocentrism is a multifaceted cer.struct (Enright 
et al., 1979). A different operatienalizatior., therefore, may 
produce differert results. 
provided by the positive 
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Some support for this explar:atior is 
relatiorship which was feund betweer 
perceived childcare stress and two items in the Postpartum Stress 
Questier.raire reflecting materral self-cerscieusness. While this 
car:not be taken as mere than suggestive, it does raise the issue ef 
whether a mere specific eperatioralizatior ef the corstruct may be 
worth pursuing in future research. 
Anether possible explanation for the lack of expected 
cerrelatiers ceuld be due to the psychemetric preperties of the 
ir.strument itself. Both alpha ceefficients and test-retest 
reliability ceefficients for the IAS were net very high (.63 and .65 
respectively), and this may have minimized the likelihood ef 
discevering relatienships in such a small sample. 
Finally, the cerstruct of egocentrism may net be the 
developmer.tal variable most likely te affect the stress process in a 
sigrificant manner. It may be mere worthwhile in future studies te 
corsider the effects ef ether developmental facters, such as preblem-
solving abilities, for example, uper this precess. 
Other personal and enviror.mental characteristics evaluated in 
this study which ceuld have influenced the stress precess included 
race, age, SES, and living arrangements. The older the teen, the 
mere likely she was te report having received greater emetieral 
support. Mere ef the elder adolescents were either married er 
irwelved in more stable relatierships wi th the feb. Since he was 
mentiered mest eften as the majer source ef emetienal support, this 
ceuld be the reason for the asseciatier between age and this type ef 
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support. 
No other relationships were found between these background 
characteristics and either stress or social support measures. This 
could have been due to the restriated range of some of these 
variables, such as age for example, or because of the use of measures 
with questionable reliability and validity. 
Approximately one-fourth of the adolescents in this stu:ly 
demonstrated some difficulties in adapting to the maternal-infant 
relationship. An unwanted pregnancy and the lack of adequate 
supports seemed to be major contributants in some cases. 
the reasons were not identifiable. Five adolescents 
pic tures 0 f d etac hmen t and d isin ter est in the ir in fan ts. 
For others, 
presented 
(he of the 
teens who dropped out of the study after the first home visi t also 
displayed this apathy. It is possible that this behavior reflected 
these subjects' coping wi th their feelings about motherhood by 
emotionally insulating themselves from feelings of attacrment to the 
baby. However, based on the information from this study, this is 
speculati ve at best. 
Before considering directions for future research, a fundamental 
question should be considered based upon the overall results. That 
is, given the apparent lack of perceived stress, and the natural 
support systems which were effectively mobil ized to assist the coping 
of the majority of adolescents in this sample, does motherhood in an 
adolescent present a major clinical problem which should be of 
concern to nurSing? Unfortunately, due to the nature of this study, 
a definitive answer to this question cannot be provided. 
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First, since the sampling procedure did rot allow for a random 
and representative group of subjects, it raises the possibility that 
this sample may have been skewed toward a group whose characteristics 
made them less likely to encounter major problems. Specifically, 
three of the five adolescents who refused to participate in the study 
seemed to be experiencing problems during the in-hospital interview. 
Further, most of these subjects were 17 or 18 years old, and 
approximately ore-fifth had already graduated from high school. A 
younger group of teens may not orly have had more perceived stress in 
these circtnnstances, but also may have been worried about a very 
different set of problems. Also, over half of the subjects were 
enrolled in a special adolescent maternity program. However, it is 
unlikely that their participatior accounted for the lack of stress 
noted since their responses did rot differ significantly from the 
other adclescents in the sample. 
Secord, this research focused upon the immediate postpartum 
period. It is possible that this time frame may have encompassed a 
"horeymocn" period for the adolescents and their families; that is, a 
time when the excitement caused by the birth and the new member of 
the household predominates, and family members are eager to help. A 
long-term view of the situation may be more likely to reveal mcunting 
stress when this newness and excitement fades. Indeed, in Mercer's 
small sample (1980), negative or rejecting feelings about motherhocd 
were not expressed by the adolescents before ore mcnth postpartum, 
al though the teen's perceived rewards did increase as the infant's 
sociability increased over time. 
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Third, since no systematic assessments of maternal adaptatior 
were made, a major piece of relevant information is missing. For 
example, it may be that adaptatior. in the form of materral-ir:fant 
interactiors is impaired as some empirical evider:ce indicates, but 
this may be a functior. of other personal or environmental 
characteristics, rather than a function of what this investigator 
conceptualized as most relevant to this study. 
Based or these cor.siderations, it would be worthwhile for future 
research in this area to develop in certain directions. A long-term 
study of a broader age group of adolescents should be undertaken. If 
data collection begins during pregr.ancy and continues well into the 
first year postpartum, it would be possible to evaluate whether '!~hose 
teens who used anticipatory coping strategies prior to the birth 
experience had less perceived stress after delivery. Changes in key 
constructs which are bound to occur could be assessed over time. 
Their relationships to various indicators of materral adaptation 
could also be evaluated at several points throughout the first 
postpartum year. If this were undertaken, it would be possible to 
determine if the three major corstructs of this research are, indeed, 
related to the adolescent's adaptation to motherhood, to what extent 
these relatiorships exist, and in what direction. This latter 
consideration must remain an open question since there has been some 
suggestior. in the literature that while heavy reliance upon the 
family may be helpful early on, there may be a price it exacts later 
(Furstenberg, 1979; Stack, 1975). Assessments of various 
developmer.tal indicators, in addition to egocentrism, should also be 
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included in order to assess their impact upon other key variables. 
This type of investigation would be a necessary prerequisite to any 
intervention study which could develop from this line of research. 
More work is necessary regarding measurement of the coping 
process. In this research, self-reports were used as the sole means 
of assessing coping. However, a problem wi th thi s involved the 
subsequent lack of information regarding a major defense mechanism, 
i.e., denial. As has been suggested by Lazarus (1980), future 
assessments of this construct should include both self-report and 
observations to supplement information that canrlot be supplied by 
either technique alone. 
Another measurement issue concerns the need for an instrument 
which reflects egocentrism as it specifically relates to self-
consciousness regarding mcthering. This scale development could then 
allow for a more valid assessment of this construct's role in the 
adolescent's adaptation to mother hood. Other psychosocial 
developmental factors which may affect the stress process are also 
sorely in need of exploration, and should be includ ed in future 
research with this population. 
There is a need for more information regarding the small group 
of patients who appeared detached from their infarts. Is this an 
interaction pattern that continues over time? Are there personal and 
ervirormental factors which contribute to its occurrence? Can these 
adolescents be identified prior to the birth of the baby? Is ita 
pattern of behavior that is amenable to intervention? Answers to all 
of these questions would help in understanding the rlature and 
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significance ef this ebservatien. 
Finally, specific hypotheses which were raised by this study are 
worthy ef future investigatien. Many are mere specific restatements 
of the relationships outlined in the cenceptual medel which guided 
the design ef this study, and will be referred te whenever 
applicable. (See Figure 1.) 
The hypotheses related to appraisal are: 
1. past childcare experience is related to a mere benign 
appraisal ef potential cencerns regarding the care ef the infant. 
(Arrow 10) 
2. cencrete preblems are mere likely to be appr aised as being 
mere amenable tc change than are interpersonal preblems. (Arrew 8) 
The hypotheses related to secial suppert are: 
1. the expectation during pregnancy of adequate tangible and 
cegnitive supports during the puerperium will lead to a mere benign 
appraisal ef potential cencerns related te childcare, babysitting and 
schoel. (Arrow 5) 
2. during the puerperium, the use ef greater emotional support 
will be associated wi th a more negative appraisal of childcare 
cencerns and the responsibilities of motherhood. (Arrow 5) 
3. the use of greater emetional support during the puerperium 
will be associated with a mere benign appraisal ef childcare cencerns 
and the responsibilities of motherhood at a later time during the 
first postpartum year. (Arrow 5) 
4. during the puerperium, less perceived tangible support will 
be related to a more negative appraisal ef concerns regarding 
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childcare and babysitting. (Arrow 5) 
5. the adolescent's mother is the mcst important source of 
social reinforcement during the puerperium for those teens living at 
home. 
6. the adolescent's husband is the most important source of 
social reinforcement during the puerperium for married adolescents 
living away from home. 
7. the adolescent's mother is her most important source of 
tangible and cognitive support during the puerperium. 
The hypotheses related to coping are: 
1. more emotion-focused than problem-focused strategies will be 
used to cope wi th interpersor:al problems durirg the puerperium. 
2. more problem-focused than emotion-focused strategies will be 
used to cope with concrete problems during the puerperium. 
3. problem-focused direct actior: copil'lg strategies prior to 
delivery will be associated wi th a more benigr: appraisal cf school 
and financial cencerns during the puerperium. (Arrew 6) 
4. emetien-focused intrapsychic ceping strategies will be used 
to lessen distress regard ing childcare during times when concrete 
assistance frem family or husband is not available. (Arrow 4) 
The hypothesis related te egecentrism is: 
1. greater self-censciousness regarding methering abilities 
will be asseciated wi th a mere negative appraisal cf childcare 
cencerns. (Arrew 10) 
The hypotheses related te maternal cempetence are: 
1. greater perceived social reinforcement from the adolescent's 
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family and/or husband will be associated with her greater sense of 
maternal competence. (Arrow 3) 
2. greater perceived family criticism of the adolescent's care 
of the baby will be associated with her lesser sense of maternal 
competence. (Arrow 1) 
The hypothesis related to maternal-infant interactions is: 
1. adolescents most at risk of problems in maternal-infant 
interactions are those: whose pregnancy and baby are unwanted, who 
have tenoous relationships with the fob characterized by fighting and 
arguing, and who are in nonsupportive family environments. (Arrows 1 
and 3) 
Clinical NurSing Implications 
The clinical nursing implications which can be drawn from this 
study must be highly tentative due to its design limitations and the 
small sample size. Cbwever, some recommendations for clinical 
practice can oe cautiously offered. Clinicians may be able to help 
the adolescent mother avoid some initial distress and problems if 
they encourage her to make anticipatory preparations prior to 
delivery, especially in the areas of childcare, role clarification, 
babysitting, school, and finances. Some adolescents may be unaware 
of alternatives that are available to help them with these potential 
problem areas, and the nurse can provide this necessary information 
early in pregnancy, helping the teen explore her options for handling 
these issues. 
The nurse can also offer the adolescent preparatory information 
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regarding stressors she is most likely t.o encounter during the 
pUerperium. However, as pointed out earlier, this type of 
intervention may actually cause some increase in anxiety for certain 
individuals who prefer to avoid thinking about an upcoming st.ressor. 
If preparatory information is offered, however, the problem- and 
emotion-focused coping strategies which the adolescent could use in 
response to such stressors should also be explored. This may serve 
to enhance the adolescent's feelings of control and thus diminish 
potential anxiety about some of the difficul ties she may encounter 
during early motherhood. Training in the use of various coping 
strategies may also contribute to her successful handling of problems 
a s they ar ise during the puer per iun. It would be use ful for the 
clinician to remember that any information or advice that is offered 
to the teen be done in a manner which conveys a sen sa 0 f respect for 
her new sta tus as mother, and for her right to either accept or 
reject such suggestions. 
rne soc ial sup po rt tha t the teen c an ex pec t from her fam il y 
should be a major area of assessment prior to delivery, since a key 
method of coping for the adolescent mother is t.o turn to others, 
especially the family, for help. If it appears that family members 
will no t be ab1 e to prov id e the ad 01 esc en t wi th need ed assi stanc e , 
the nurse can assist her in exploring alternate sources of support. 
The nurse, herself, may need to be more active in this type of 
situation, by directly providing the teen with different kinds of 
support than she might to another adolescent mother with adequate 
family resources. 
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Finally, the importance cf working alcng with the family, 
especially the adclescent's cwn mether, cannot be overstated. The 
adelescent's kin are her mest important source of informatior and 
assistance regarding the baby. It would be self-defeating and 
potentially damaging to the nurse's relationship with the adclescent 
to minimize or igrore the importance of this source of support to the 
young mether. Clinicians should begin to explore various ways of 
providing care to the adclescent mother which recogrizes and includes 
her family as an integral component of this process. 
APPENDIX 
INSTRUMENTS 
Petertial Stresscrs Reviewed Durirg Heme Visit 
1. managing the household; deing chores . 
2. schoel and homework 
3. empleyment 
4. finances 
5. living arrangements 
6. babysitting 
7. getting eut of the house 
8. relatienships with family, father ef the baby, and friends 
9. perceptiors of self as a mether 
10. perceptiens of how others see her as mether 
11. cue identification and interpretation 
12. physical appearance 
13. baby's health 
14. adelescent's health 
15. postpartum depression er "baby blues" 
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Perceived Secial Suppert Irterview 
Please list all the peeple who have been important to you in some way 
dur ing the past four weeks: people you have had some sort of centact 
wi th dur ing thi s time - either seen or talked to en the phone - and 
who have been helpful to you in some way. So, you can include 
family, other adults, prefessionals, friends, boyfriend, etc.: 
FIRST NAME RELATIONSHIP TO YOU 
For each source listed, the adelescent was asked the follewing 
questions by the interviewer: 
1. How has (s)he been helpful to you the past four weeks? Why 
has (s)he been geed to have around? 
2. For each type of interactior. mentior.ed, the adelescel1t was 
thel1 asked: 
(a) How important was this type of il1teractior. to you? 
(slightly, moderately, very) 
(b) Would you have preferred more or less of this type of 
help, or was it about right? 
After the adclescent exhausted all examples of support or. her own, 
the following questions were asked for each source listed if that 
type of social support was not already discussed: 
Adapted from Hirsch, B. J. Natural ~cial supports and coping with 
majer life changes. American Journal ef Cemmunity Psychology, 1980, 
,§., 159-172. 
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1. Sccial reirfcrcemert: IXIril'1g the past four weeks, did (s)he 
ever pr aise you abcut thir;gs you've beer. dcir;g? If r.et, did (s) he 
ever let you know (s)he approved cf things you've been dcing without 
saying it to you directly? Give examples. 
2. Emctieral support: IXIring the past four weeks, have you 
talked with ---- wher. you've had scmethirg er your mir;d? Wher you've 
felt either lerely, or upset, or under pressure, did (s)he ever make 
you feel better by talkirg wi th you, offering you reassurar.ce, or 
showing (s)he was ccrcerred? Give examples. 
3. Targible suppert: IXIring the past four weeks, did (s)he ever 
give you different kinds of help, such as giving yeu thir.gs, cr deing 
things for you? Give examples. 
4. Ccgritive suppcrt: IXIring the past feur weeks, did (s)he 
ever give you ary advice, suggestiors, or explanatiors abeut anything 
you were wcrdering abeut, or did (s)he actually show you how to de 
something? Give examples. 
5. Sccializirg: IXIring the past four weeks, did {s)he visi t or 
socialize wi th you? Give examples. 
For each of the abcve categcries of social support, the adclescent 
was asked the follewir;g: 
(a) How impcrtar;t was this type of help to you? (slightly, 
mcderately, very) 
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(b) Would you have preferred mere or less of this type of help, 
cr was it abcut right? 
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Imaginary Audience Scale 
Irstructiers: Please read the fellewing steries carefully and assume 
that the events actually happened te yeu. Place a check next te the 
an swer that best describes what you would de or feel in the real 
situatien. 
1. You have looked forward to the mest exciting dress up party of 
the year. You arrive after an hour's drive from home. Just as 
the party is beginning, you notice a grease spot or your trousers 
or skirt. (There is no way to berrow clethes from anyone.) 
Would you stay or go home? 
Go home. 
Stay, even though I'd feel uncomfortable. 
Stay, because the grease spot wouldn't bether me. 
2. Let's say some adult visitors came to your school and you were 
asked to tell them a little bit about yourself. 
I would like that. 
I would rot like that. 
I wouldn't care. 
3. It is Friday afterneon and you have just had your hair cut in 
preparatior. for the wedding of a relative that weekend. The 
barber or hairdresser did a terrible jeb and your hair leoks 
awful. To make it worse, that night is the most important 
basketball game of the season and you really want to see it, but 
there is no way you can keep your head ccvered wi thout people 
asking questions. Would you stay home or gc to the game anyway? 
Go to the game and r.ot worry abcut my hair. 
Go to the game and sit where people wor't notice me very much. 
Stay home. 
4. If you went to a party where you did rot know most of the kids, 
would you wonder what they were thinking abeut you? 
I wouldr't think about it. 
I would worder abeut that a lot. 
I would wonder about that a little. 
Reprinted by Permissior. 
Elkind, D. , and Bowen, 
children and adolescents. 
38-44. 
R. Imaginary audience behavior in 
Developmertal Psychelegy, 1979, .!?' 
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5. You are sitting in class and have discevered that your jeans have 
a small but noticeable split alorg the side seam. Your teacher 
has offered extra credit toward his/her ccurse grade to anyore 
who can write the cerrect answer to a question er the blackboard. 
Would you get up in fror.t of the class and go to the blackboard, 
or would you remain seated? 
Go to the blackboard as though nothing had happened. 
Go to the blackboard and try to hide the split. 
Remain seated. 
6. When scmeore watches me work ••• 
I get very nervous. 
I dor't mind at all. 
I get a little nervous. 
7. Your class is supposed to have their picture taken but you fell 
the day before and scraped your face. You would like to be in 
the picture but your cheek is red and swollen. Would you have 
your picture taken anyway or stay out of the picture? 
Get your picture taken even though you'd be embarrassed. 
Stay out of the picture. 
Get your picture taken and not werry about it. 
8. One young person said, "When I'm wi th people I get nervcus 
because I worry abeut how much they like me." 
I feel like this often. 
I never feel like this. 
I feel like this sometimes. 
9. You have been leoking forward to your friend's party for weeks, 
but just before you leave for the party your mother tells you 
that she accidently washed all yeur geed clethes wi th a red 
shirt. Now all yeur jeans are pink in spots. The orly thing 
left to wear are your jeans that are too big and too baggy. 
Would you go to the party or would you stay home? 
Go to the party, but buy a new pair of jeans to wear. 
Stay home. 
Go to the party in either the pink or baggy jeans. 
10. Suppose you went to a party that you thought was a costume party 
but when you get there you were the erly persor. wearing a 
cestume. You'd like to stay and have fun wi th your frier.ds but 
yeur cestume is very noticeable. Would you stayer ge home? 
Go home. 
Stay and have fun joking abcut your cestume. 
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Stay, but try to borrow some clothes to wear. 
11. Let's say you wrote a story for an assigr.me~t your teacher gave 
you, and she asked you to read it aloud to the rest of the class. 
I would r.ot like that at all. 
I would like that but I would be nervous. 
I would like that. 
12. If you were asked to get up in fror.t of the class and talk a 
little bit about your hobby ••• 
I wouldr't be nervous at all. 
I would be a little nervous. 
I would be very rervcus. 
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Pcstpartum Stress Questicrraire 
The care of a first child can be an e~jcyable but sometimes 
frustrating experience. I would like to find out how this first 
month of childcare has gore for you. 
Employmert 
How often since your baby was bern have you worried about the 
following job concerns? (Please circle the choice which best 
describes how often you have worried. If any cencerns dor't apply to 
you, circle "rever"). 
1. Keeping my job 
2. Missing work days 
3. Finding a jcb 

















Overall, how worried have you been abeut job related matters since 
your baby was borr? (Circle answer) 
NOT WORRIED WORRIED 











Adapted from Olds, D. The pregnarcy stress ard suppert irterview. 
Unpublished manuscript, 1979. (Available frem Comprehensive 
Interdisciplinary Developmental Services, 318 Madisor Avenue, Elmira, 
New York 14901). 
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Educatier. 
How often since your baby was berr. have you worried abcut the 
follewing school cencerns? (Circle answer) 
1. Finishing my 
education 
2. Missing schoel days 













Overall, how worried have you been abeut schoel-related matters since 
your baby was born? (Circle answer) 
NOT WORRIED WORRIED 













How often since your baby was borr have you worried about matters 
related to your living arrangements? (Circle answer) 
OFTEN SOMETIMES RARELY NEVER 
1. Physical safety 4 3 2 
of home 
2. Problems wi th heating 4 3 2 
3. Having enough room 4 3 2 
in home 
4. Problems with 4 3 2 
landlord 
5. Other (wr i te in) 4 3 2 
Overall, how worried have you been about your living arrangements 
since your baby was born? (Circle answer) 
NOT WORRIED WORhIED 













How ofter since your baby was borr. have you worried about the 
following matters reI ated to yo ur housing lccation? (Circle answer) 
OFTEN SOMETIMES RARELY NEVER 
1. Availability of 4 3 2 
transportation 
2. Distance I live from 4 3 2 1 
friends/relatives 
3. Distance I live from 4 3 2 1 
shopping areas 
4. Ne ighbcrhood 4 3 2 
5. Other (write in) 4 3 2 1 
Overall, how worried have you been about your housing locatior since 
your baby was born? (Circle answer) 
NOT WORRIED WORRIED 













How often since your baby was bcrr have you worried abcut the 
follewing financial matters? (Circle answer) 
1. Housing cests (rent, 
mertgage, etc.) 
2. Morey for car 
payments or repairs 
3. Morey for foed 
4. Medical bills due 
to the baby 
5. Mo~ey for baby 
supplies 
6. Money for health 
insurance 
7. Child care ccsts 
(such as babysitting) 




























Overall, how worried have you been abcut your finances? (Circle 
answer) 
NOT WORRIED WORRIED 













Hew eften since yeur baby was bcrl'1 have yeu werried abcut the 
fcllcwing matters related to' babysitting? (Circle answer) 
OFTEN 
1. Having someene to' 4 
babysit if I want 
to' gO' cut 
2. Having someel'1e to' 4 
babysi t when I'm 
at work 
3. Having someene to' 4 
babysit in an emergency 
4. Hav ing someone to' 4 
babysit when I'm really 
having trcuble with the 
child and at my wi ts end 
5. Being able to' lccate 4 
a babysitter 








Overall, hew worried have you been abcut babysitting? 
answer) 
NOT WORRIED WORRIED 


















Takirg Care of My Baby 
How often since your baby was borr have you worried abcut the 
following topics related to his/her care? (Circle answer) 
1. Knowing how to quiet 
my baby when he/she 
cries 





3. Being responsible for 4 
my baby all the time 
4. Wordering if I'm 4 
doing a good job of being 
a mother 
5. Taking care of my 4 
baby if he or she is sick 
6. Taking care of my 4 
baby when I am tired or 
rot feelirlg well 
7. Getting angry at my 4 
baby 
8. Hurting my baby 4 
9. Spoiling my baby 4 
10. Giving my baby enough 4 
loving care 


























Overall, how worried have you been about your taking care of your 
baby? (Circle answer) 
NOT WORRIED WORRIED 












Ycur Feelir.gs Abcut Ycurself 
Since ycur baby was bern, how cften have you wcrried abcut the 
fcllcwing things ccr.cerr.ing ycurself? 
1. The way I lcck 





3. Not being able tc get 4 
cut cf the house as 
much as I would like 
4. Not being able to see 4 
my friends or de cther 
things I like 
5. Wordering whether 4 
others still care 
abcut me 
6. People giving me 
advice abcut how tc 
raise my baby 
7. Be ing bcred 
8. Being mecdy 
9. Having too many 
things tc de 


































Overall, how worried have you been abcut the things listed abeve 
(ycur lecks, being mecdy, etc.)? (Circle answer) 
NOT WORRIED WORRIED 












Relatiorship with Husbard/Boyfrierd 
How often since your baby was borr have you wished your 
husband/boyfrierd would: 
OFTEN SOMETIMES RARELY NEVER 
1. Help more wi th baby 4 3 2 
2. Show more interest in 4 3 2 
baby 
3. Let me take care of 4 3 2 
my baby my way 
4. Help me more around 4 3 2 
the house 
5. other (write in) 4 3 2 
Overall, how worried have you bee1"1 about your husband/boyfriend's 
willingress to help with the baby or house? 
NOT WORRIED WORRIED 
AT ALL A LITTLE 
1 2 





following topics related to husband/boyfriend? 
OFTEN SOMETIMES 
1. His understanding 4 3 
of me 
2. Hi s yelling or 4 3 
sc reaming at me 
3. His hitting or 4 3 
physically hurting me 
4. The amount of 4 3 
interest he shows in me 
5. The amount of time he 4 3 
spends wi th me 
6. What he thinks of me 3 


















Overall, how worried or ccr.cerned have you been about your persor.al 
relatior.ship with your husband/boyfriend? 
NOT WORRIED WORRIED 












Relatier.ship with Family 
How often since your baby was berr have you worried abeut the 
follewing things related to your family? ( Circle answer) 
OFTEN SOMETIMES RARELY NEVER 
1. What they think of me 4 3 2 1 
as a mether 
2. Letting me take care 4 3 2 1 
ef my baby my way 
3. Having to depend or. 4 3 2 
them for help 
4. Their accepting and 4 3 2 1 
leving the baby 
5. Getting aler.g wi th 4 3 2 1 
them 
6. Other (write in) 4 3 2 
Overall, how worried have you been abeut things related to your 
family since your baby was berr? (Circle answer) 
NOT WORRIED WORRIED 
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